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14  NOVEMBER  1973 
IN THE CHAIR : Mr VEDOVATO 
President of the Consultative Assembly 
of the Council of Europe 
The Sitting was opened at 3.05 pm 
1. Opening of the Joint Meeting 
The  Chairman.  - (F)  ,J  declare the 20th Joint Meeting 
of members  of the  Consultative  Assembly  of the  Council  of 
Europe and members of the European Parliament open. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, as this is the first 20th Joint Meet-
ing since the enlargement of the Communities, I  should like to 
stress the increased responsibilities ·which fall to us in this new 
situation. 
The countries we represent share a  certain idea of Euro-
pean ·society,  based  on  the  principle  of parliamentary dem-
ocra,cy  anid respect for personal liberty. 8  CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY- EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
If  this society is to develop and thrive, the members of the 
enlarged  Community,  including  parliamentarians,  must  en-
deavour to  avoid all  danger of divisions  occuring  among  the 
European parliamentary  democracies  and  all  risk  of the  gap 
between the Nine and the Eight being further widened. 
During the last few days,  there has been a  great deal of 
talk about European solidarity, and public opinion in our coun-
tries,  as  expressed by the large majority, has been urging our 
governments  to  put aside  selfish  national  considerations  and 
form a common front against all contingencies. 
This can only be welcomed. 
It 1must neventheless be realized that, although the Middle 
East crisis is  creating serious problems for the countries of the 
Community,  :iJt  affects  the other states  of Western Europe in 
the same way. 
Or  course,  European  solidarity-both  generally  and  in 
particular instances-must prevail among the Nine. But it must 
also  make itself apparent between the members of the Com-
munity and those countries which do not yet belong to it. 
This principle, which is fundamental to Europe's credibil-
ity and its  future,  :mrtl!st  be borne in 1mind,  especially on the 
eve of the Copenhagen Summit conference. 
It  is the role of the Council of Europe Assembly and, I am 
sure, of the European Parliament as well to recall this fact. We 
parliamentarians must set an example, increase multilateral con-
tacts and make sure that no effort is spared to establish fruitful 
and sustained cooperation between our two institutions. 
For that reason, I  attach increased importance to the Joint 
Meetings, and I  hope they will contribute to  the definition of 
an overall policy in Europe. The joint communique to be issued JOINT MEETING OF  I4 NOVEMBER  1973  9 
for the first time at the  end of  our  deliberations  will  help  to 
serve that purpose. 
I  would remind you that the rules of procedure that will 
apply are those agreed jointly by the Bureaux of our two As-
semblies. 
As  a  consequence  of  the  enlargement  of  the  European 
Communities, the total number of representatives in the Coun-
cil of Europe Assembly and the European Parliament exceeds 
the 282 seats available to us in this Chamber. For that reason, 
it was decided not to allocate a particular seat to each member, 
as was the practice in the past, but to divide the Chamber into 
alphabetical segments within which you may each sit wherever 
you wish.  Since a  number of members are absent, we believe 
that this arrangement will make it possible for all those attend-
ing the Joint Meeting to be seated satisfactorily. 
I would ~ask 'members who wish to speak during the mee-
ting to put their names down on the list of speakers in Room 
A93. 
It is  customary, in both the Consultative Assembly and in 
the European Parliament, to limit speeches to 10 minutes, ex-
cep  in  the  case  of  rapporteurs  and  spokesmen  of  political 
groups. I consider it would be wise to adopt this procedure for 
today'  s Joint Meeting. 
Are there any objections ? 
Agreed. 
The purpose of the Joint Meeting is to enable the members 
of the two Assemblies to hold an exchange of views without any 
vote being taken. However, the two rapporteurs have prepared 
a communique which  they  intend  to  issue  at  the  end  of  the 
discussions  on 'tlhe  responsibility of the P<residenJts  of  the two 
Assemblies.  A  draft  of  this  communique  has  already  been 
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2.  Prospects for  trade  liberalization  in  the  framework 
of the GATT negotiations 
The Chairman. - {F) The next item on the agenda is  an 
exchange of views  on prospects for trade liberalization in the 
framework of the GATT negotiations. 
I  call  Mr Dequae,  the Rapporteur of the  Committee on 
Economic  Affairs  and  Development  of  the  Consultative  As-
sembly of the Council of Europe. 
Mr Dequae, Rapporteur.- '(F)  Mr Chairman, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, with regard Ito  prospects for trade liberalization in 
the framework of the GATT negotiations, there is no doubt that 
the circumstances and atmosphere, now that these negotiations 
are beginning, are far from ideal. Each of the major countries 
or blocs is  approaching problems cautiously. The international 
climate  is  one of tension  and mistrust,  especially  because  of 
monetary  instability.  Europe  is  making  barely  any  progress 
towards  political  and  monetary  integration,  and  ·the  United 
States is experiencing political tensions that are inconducirve to 
trade negotiations.  The international political  tensions  a're  far 
from being eliminated : they have led to the oil embargo, which 
has affected certain parts oif the world and has increased trends 
towards  self-sufficiency,  which  is  contrary  to  the  spirit  of 
GATT.  The poorer countries are growing anxious  and restive. 
The terms 'tariff reductions' and 'harmonization' do not entirely 
coincide. I  find it reassuring, Mr Chairman, that the EEC has 
already succeeded in framing  its  common trade policy  to  an 
appreciable extent. In that respect, at any rate, it can speak on 
behalf of the Europe of the Nine. 
Contacts with the Eight are being established in this field, 
and today the Council of Europe is happy to be able to discuss 
them jointly and act  as  a  bridge  between  the  Nine  and  the 
Eight. 
Despite all this,  I  am not completely pessimistic,  and the 
initial  negotiations  in Tokyo  were fairly  encouraging.  In the JOINT  MEETING  OF  14  NOVEMBER  1973  11 
first place, our attempt was made to ensure that the negotiations 
covered the maximUIIll nUJmber of countries and that the govern-
ments concerned possessed the requisite authority. That is  the 
basis on which we should build. 
The  aims  have  been  clearly  defined.  They  are:  the  ex-
pansion and even greater liberalization of world trade. We are 
particularly  gratified  that it is  intended  to  secure  additional 
benefits  for  the  developing  countries,  so  as  to  increase  their 
foreign  exchange  earnings  through  increasing  diversification 
of their tra!de,  new conditions of access and greater price sta-
b:illity. 
The scope of the negotiations is specified in the report and 
reiterated in the Tokyo communique. They will cover, on one 
hand,  customs duties-at first  sight the simplest problem but 
one which w:i:ll 'Certainly raise the question of ~cross-the-board 
reductions~and, on the other,  harmonization, that is  to  say, 
levelling off. 
As  regards  non-tariff barriers,  the  need  for  effective  in-
ternational  discipline  was  stressed.  However,  Europe,  in  the 
shape of the Nine, would like the discussions to be confined-
and,  I  believe,  rightly  so-to  the  most  important  non-tariff 
barriers. GATT, as we know, has discovered 800 non-tariff bar-
riefls,  and it wou1d  therefore be foolish  Ito  try to tackle every 
problem in international negotiations of this nature. 
Consideration also  needs  to  be  given to  the multilateral 
safeguard system,  and in this  matter  a  difference  of  attitude 
between the  United States and Europe has aiLready  emerged. 
Europe-at any rate,  the Europe of the Nine-considers 
that Article XIX of the General Agreement is  sufficient in this 
respect. 
The negotiations will also cover agricHltural products. And 
it is acknowledged at the beginning of the Tokyo Communique 
that account needs to be taken of the special characteristics of 12  CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY- EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
problems in the agricultural sector. I, for my part, consider that 
outright application of the law of the strongest in agriculture, 
at a time when world agricultural production is insufficient and 
there is  hunger in the world, would be not only dangerous but 
criminal.  The most realistic  approach is  that of world  agree-
ments  on specific  products.  Certainly the  principle  of giving 
priority to tropical products, as reiterated in the Tokyo Declara-
tion, is  important. A lot of things can undoubtedly be achieved 
on this basis. 
The Tokyo  Declaration also  defines  the ultimate  aim  of 
these  negotiations.  This  is  aptly summed  up  as  achieving  'a 
balance of advantages at the highest possible level' ; in other 
words,  the negotiations  are to be of a  very open and indeed 
bold kind. To that end, the Declaration states there shall be no 
reciprocity in respect of the developing coull!tries  unless reci-
procity  is  compatible  with  'their  commercial  and  financial 
development, which may be the case with some countries that 
have  already reached an  advanced stage.  This  is  perhaps an 
approach to the EEC position with regard to reciprocal benefit 
within  existing  associations,  which  will  undoubtedly  be  a 
subject of discussion. An improvement in the generalized system 
of tariff preferences  is  also  provided for in the Tokyo  Com-
munique, especially for the benefit of developing countries that 
are worst off.  In that respect,  Europe already seems  to  have 
taken up a more advanced position, since we are insisting on the 
· generalization of preferences. 
The  Declaration  stresses  that  the  success  of  the  nego-
tiations is to a large extent conditional on the development of a 
sufficiently stable worldwide monetary system. The same idea 
is  expressed in the two reports, and I believe ·that this is logical 
in a  structure designed to reduce import duties.  Undoubtedly, 
this  structure will be permanently theatened unless  there is  a 
certain degree of monetary stability, since exchange rates pro-
vide just as  much opportunity as  import duties  to  secure ad-
vantages  or  create  disadvantages.  Finally,  with  a  view  to 
making the operation effective, the Communique provides for 
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agree  that,  for  such important and prolonged negotiations,  a 
small group should be made responsible for the proceedings as 
a whole. Furthermore, the negotiations have been scheduled to 
finish by the end of 1975. ThaJt may seem a rvery  long period, 
but I believe that great efforts will have to be made if the com-
pletion date is to be respected. 
It is  moreover, noteworthy that after the Tokyo meeting, 
no mention was m,ade anywhere of the State-trading countries. 
These nonetheless constitute a problem, but perhaps a problem 
that runs  parallel to  the  one  with  which  we  are  concerned 
today. 
Mr Chairman, while recapitulating the gist of my report as 
well as of the rapporteurs' draft communique, I  have also done 
my bes,t to summarize and update the problems involved in the 
forthcoming negotiations. 
(Applause) 
The  Chairman.  - {F)  ,I  call Mr Christian de la MalEme, 
rapporteur of the Committee on External! and Economic Rela-
tions of the European Parliament. 
Mr  de Ia  Malene,  Rapporteur. - (F)  Mr Chairman, the 
negotiations which opened in Tokyo last September, following 
a  joint  declaration  on  4  February  1972,  should-!  repeat: 
'should'  -surpass in importance all those so  far held since the 
war. 
The deolaration recognizes the need 'to re-examine interna-
tional economic relations in their entirety with a view to nego-
tiating whatever improvements are necessary on account of the 
structural changes that have taken place during recent years'. 
The aims thus defined are in themselves more ambitious 
than those of the previous negotiations, the 'Kennedy Round'. 
This time, it is  intended to deal not only with the traditional 
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tural  products  are  involved  in  the  same  way  as  industrial 
products. Trade  with  the  Third  World  is  one  of  the  major 
problems  to  be  resolved  during  these  negotiations.  These 
various aims show clearly-as has already been said-that our 
Community  Europe  will  be  in  the  forefront  throughout  the 
negotiations. 
In the face of these ambitious aims, how do we stand? It 
is important to recall first of all, I  feel, that our Community is 
liberal in its desires as well as in its intentions and its needs. 
Liberal in its desires and in its convictions : it may be said 
to be one of the fundamental objects of the Treaty of Rome to 
aim at the expansion of international trade. The Treaty of Rome 
thus  constitutes  a  guarantee,  as  it were,  of the  Community's 
open  and  liberal  policy-in  internal  relaJtions,  of  course, 
but also in relations with the outside world. 
Indeed, the Treaty refers to 'ensuring economic and social 
progress  by  action  to  eliminate  the  barriers  which  divide 
Europe'. It thus provides for free movement not only of goods 
but also for persons, services and capital. This liberal conviction 
holds good for both the internal and external relationships of 
our Community. And liberalism is  not on1y a  conviction of our 
Community ; it is  also one of its necessities. It was a necessity 
even for the Six ; it is therefore all the more a necessity for the 
Nine. 
The  growth  of  our  Community  depends  upon  the  con-
tinuous expansion of international trade. 
I  quote some very simple figures  in my report.  In 1970, 
the  Community's  exports  represented  18°/o  of  gross  national 
product in the case of the EEC, whereas exports  represented 
only 4.3°/o in the case of the United States and 9.8°/o in the case 
of Japan.  It is  a  self-evident truth, which is  being confirmed 
more than ever at present, that the European economy is largely 
based on the importing of 'raw materia!Js, · which are then pro-
cessed into m
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thermore, the dependence of the Community on non-member 
countries is tending to increase in certain vital sectors, and here, 
of course, everybody thinks of energy. 
And so,  in addition to being liberal in its convictions and 
liberal out of necessity, our Community has also given practical 
evidence of its  li!beva!lism  over the pasit  few  years of it:s  exis-
tence. We have shown during recent years that this internatio-
nal  Hberalism  is  an  esseutial  aim  of  the  Comm.unity'1s,  and 
indeed the driving force behind the expansion of trade. 
First of all, it is  a driving force as regards internal trade : 
there has been a veritable explosion of intra-Community trade, 
for whereas such trade represented 8°/o of world trade in 1960, 
it had risen to 14°/o by 1970. 
And so  our Community has not only encouraged the ex-
pans'ion of i:ntetnationa!l trade but has also given an undeniable 
impetus to international commerce. 
The integration of the economies of the Six,  and then the 
Nine, has speeded up economic development in the Preference 
Area,  thus  creating  a  single  prosperous  market open to  both 
goods  and  investment  from  non-member  countries.  Here  is 
another figure: between 1958 and 1970,  exports to the Com-
munity from  our main trading partner,  the  United States  of 
America, increased by 180°/o, whereas American exports to the 
rest of the world increased by 120°/o. 
That shows to what extent our market of the Six,  then of 
the Nine, has acted as  a  driving force in developing the trade 
and exports of our main trading partner. 
We have also shown throughout the negotiations-I  shall 
briefly illustrate  in a  moment-how liberal our Community's 
attitude is,  for during the sixties we lowered our customs bar-
riers by nearly 50°  I  o,  so that the Community's average customs 
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It is  the lowest in the world in two respects. First, it aver-
ages 6.9°/o  at the frontiers, against 11.1  °/o  in the United States 
and 10.1  °/o in Japan. It  is also the lowest in the world as regards 
its profile, since the profile of our average tariff, which is 6.9°/o, 
is one which shows very few irregularities, whereas that of our 
partners and of the United States in marked by large disparities 
-and this,  as  you  will  know,  accentuates  the  protectionist 
character of customs tariffs. 
Thus,  we  are  not only  the  driving  force  behind the  ex-
pansion of world trade  but must  also  be  the  leaders  in  such 
trade, since we account for 25°/o of it whereas the United States 
accounts for only 17°  I(}, 
That shows  how  directly  and  adversely  the Community 
and European economy would be affected if the liberalization 
of trade were to be called in question or even its tempo slowed 
down. 
My report contains some thoughts on the means which our 
Community  has  equipped  itself  to  tackle  this  problem,  the 
efforts  it has made to  provide  itself with the wherewithal to 
carry out a  common trade policy and, over and above a  com-
mon trade policy, the various other means of expanding interna-
tional trade. I shall not revert to that subject now. 
I  would simply like to say a  few words about the earliest 
negotiations, the 'Dillon Round', so  as to make it clear that our 
Community  adopted  a  liberal  attitude  at  the  very  outset.  I 
should then like to say something about the Kennedy Round 
and go  on to  conclude with some remarks  about the present 
negotiations. 
Even in 1960, during the Dillon Round,  the Community 
showed its determination to act liberally. First of all, there were 
some  preliminary  negotiations,  similar  to  those  we  are  con-
ducting at present-negotiations in respect of Article XXIV (6) 
of the General Agreement, which enables compensation to be 
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union.  After  these  preliminary  negotiations,  there  came  the 
DHlon  Round  proper,  in  whiah  the  Community  proposed  ~a 
20°/o across-the-board reduction in tariffs.  Our American allies 
were unable to accept this, however, as  the mandate given to 
the President  of  the  United  States  did  not  allow  him  to 
lower American tariffs so drastically. 
The  results  of  these  initial  negotiations  were,  therefore, 
fairly modest, since the tariff cuts amounted to only about 10°/o. 
The Kennedy Round followed a few years later, and this made 
it possible  to  achieve  considerable  progress  in the matter  of 
tariff reductions, first of all because the Community had found 
its feet, and also perhaps because the United States was better 
prepa'red. In any ~oase, the outcome was that, although the !in-
itial :aim  of a  50°/o  'acros,s-the~boavd tariff reduction was  nolt 
achieved, it was possible to obtain effective reductions of the 
order of 36°/o Ito  13'9°/o,  Which were agreed to by aU  ithe  major 
industrialized countries. 
Admittedly,  it  did  not prove  feasible  to  resolve  certain 
problems. Nevertheless, some headway was made in regard to 
tariff disparities, though little in the agricultural sphere. Efforts 
were made in the non-tariff field which was dealt with by my 
predecessor, but unfortunately there was no tangible progress, 
as regards the Ameriean Selling P1rice. 
During these first 2 sets of negotiations-the Dillon Round 
and the Kennedy Round-various deficiencies  as  it were be-
came apparent in respect of world trade and its framework-
that is  to  say,  GATT-so far  as  the problems  of developing 
countries  were  concerned.  The  basic  pmnJCiples  of  GATT, 
II1Ja:mely  non-discrim1ination and reciprocity, as  well •as  the em-
phasis placed sol1elly or m1ainly on tariff problems, did not make 
it pos'sible  to  improve the position of the poorer deve[oping 
countries during ithese  negotiaitions.  Thus, 'these two irounds of 
negotiations  resUilted  in partial failure  in this  key field.  And 
that  demonstra~tes  cogen~ly the  need ifor  the proiblem  of the 
deve1loping countries to be kept uppermost in oUJr minds in the 
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In  the  belief  thaJt  a  fresh  effort  shou~d be  made,  our 
Community  is  thus  ready  to  enter  into  negotiations,  but 
although it has good reasons for doing so, it must nonetheless 
observe certain limits. 
The deterioration in the climate of international trade, not 
so  much in regard to the volume of trade as  in regard to the 
rules  that  govern  it,  is  probably  attributable  to  disregard, 
whether intentional or otherwise, of a nUIIllber  of rules and the 
emergence of new problems. 
The  trading  system  which  was  essentially  created  with 
outstanding success in the industrial sphere through the Havana 
Charter is  based on such principles as the most-ifavoured~nation 
clause.  These principles as  it were, called in question by the 
formation  of big regional  entities  and by the  special trading 
arrangements which those entities accorded to the developing 
countries. As  a result, the developing countries' share in inter-
national trade is steadily decreasing, despite 'the various amend-
menlts  made to the Genera!l  Agreement system.  Furthermore, 
at the opening of fresh negotialtions, it can be seen, tha:t natio-
nal protectionist reactions have increased during the past few 
y1ears,  perhaps :above  all--hut not exdlus1ively-in the United 
States,  :as  a  result of the exacerbation of seotor:al  or regional 
economic problems due to lthe very suocess of efforts Ito  expand 
trade as  well  as  to increased  intern31tiona~  competition:.  The 
farming sector, :as  we have seen, ha:s not yet been satis:factorr.illy 
opened up, and hence a modified approach towards liberaliza-
tion is called for. 
Lastly,  several  quite  new  problems  have  made  their 
appearance,  especially in the field of non-tariff barriers,  as  a 
result of the increasing part played by the multinational com-
panies. All these factors, and others besides, impel our Commu-
nity :to  embark on fresh negotiations and put forward original 
and specific solutions. 
So  much for  the reasons ;  let us  now look at the limits. 
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hardly be dissociated  from  progress  in the  monetary  sphere, 
they must be confined to questions of trade •and not be iinked 
with political or international security problems. 
The  Nixon  Round  is  beginning  in  an  atmosphere  of 
uncertainty,  particularly  as  regards  the  future  of  the  world 
monetary system. The Community is  convinced thaJt  no agree-
ment in the commercial sphere will be viable unless the world 
economy is  protected from the monetary disorders which have 
become a feature of recent times. It is  therefore of the opinion 
that if trade 13.nd  monetary negotiations  are to be conducted 
separately within their own specific contexlts, it will nonetheless 
be obliged 'to 'assess  the progress achieved in matters of trade 
and to define its  position on trade in the light of progress in 
the monetary sphere'. That, then, is  the first limit : there must 
be paralilel negot:itations and progress must be achieved in each 
field if  we are to make genuine headway. 
Next, the opening of trade negotiations coincides with an 
attempt on the world political scene  to  redefine the concept 
of  Atlantic  solidarity.  American  diplomacy,  as  governed  by 
the Nixon Doctrine, recently began a  review of the nature of 
relations between the United States, Canada and their \iVestern 
allies.  This  initiative is  already under way and will continue 
to  generate  much  discussion  concerning  political  and  inter-
nationa11  security matters. The Member States of the Commun-
ity  are  generolly  of lthe  dpinion  that trade  problems  should 
not be mixed up with these  discussions,  but should be dealt 
with  separately,  from  the  sole  angle  of greater liberalization 
of world trade. We therefore find that there is  a  limit in the 
political as well as in the monetary sphere. 
\Vith'in this :fm1mrework,  the Community's negotiaJtring po'S-
ition is  .further !Limited-this time more E:evere[y-by a  desire 
to defend what it considers to be the basic components of its 
union. The Community, while expressing its readiness to enter 
into negotiations of a  wide-ranging nature, intends to remain 
· faithful to the principles it has adopted for its own development 
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munity does  not intenid  to allow  the customs  union,  in other 
words the principle of intermil  Commun~ty preferences, to be 
oa'lled in 'question. It also means to maintain its ·common poli-
cies  intact,  particul1arly  the m:ain  principles and machinery of 
the common agricul1tural po!licy,  which are not negotiable. 
On  the  question  of  adjustments  to  trade  relations  with 
the  developing  countries,  the Community  stipulates  that  the 
advantages  enjoyed  by  countries  with  which  it  has  special 
relationships  must  not  be  impaiired.  That  is  :a  minimum -re:-
quirem:ent. 
With these reservations, the Community proposes that the 
negotiatiorn:s  should  cover  a'll  tariff and non-tariff barriers  to 
international trade. Its negotiating position is, as it were, based 
on five  main themes, which I  shall sum up as  follows  by way 
of a conclusion : 
The first theme is industrial customs tariffs. The Commun-
ity envisages a further significant lowering of these tariffs but 
except in the case of certain products,  does  not regard their 
complete abolition as a practical possibility. It  also recommends 
a  levelling  of tariff  structures.  ·Here,  too,  we find there is  a 
limit : if  we reduce our tariffs  too  drastically,  the advantages 
granted to the developing countries tend to decrease. 
The  second  theme  is  non-tariff  obstacles  to  trade.  The 
Community  suggests  selecting  a  limited  number  of  specific 
barriers which might be made the subject of judicious package 
deals accompanied by codes of good conduct. 
The third theme is  agricultural policy. In view of the uni-
versal existence of support policies and the instability of world 
markets,  the  Community  envisages  the  conclusion  of  agree-
ments on export subsidies as well as international price or stock-
piling arrangements relating to  four or five  basic  agricultural 
products. 
The fourth theme is  the developing countries.  The Com-
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follow  the same  course,  to improve its  system of generalized 
preferences. It also wants to participate in certain quantitative 
reductions  affecting  exports  from  developing  countries,  and 
envisages entering into commitments on food aid. 
The fifth theme, which is  rather more technical concerns 
the safeguard clauses. The Community is in favour of maintain-
ing the provisions of Article XIX of the General Agreement as 
they stand, while considering that they might be supplemented 
with rather more flexible machinery. 
It is  in  this  mood,  with these  five  themes  in mind and 
having regard both to the limits I  just mentioned, which were 
discussed  at length  in  this  Chamber  last  spring,  and  to  the 
various  reservations  formulated  that  the  Communi!ty  is  ap-
proaching the  current multilateral negotiations.  It hopes  that 
its GATT partners share its determination to bring the negotia-
tions  to a  successful conclusion as  soon as  possible.  The date 
planned for completion is  1975, but it is  uncertain whether it 
can be kept to.  The Community also  hopes that shifts  in the 
international situation will not be allowed to affect the negotia-
tions, and that changes in the pattern of trade, alterations in the 
farming  sector,  and the  upheavals  that occur  when  a  period 
of shortage follows  one of plenty will not result in the ,  value 
of the negotiations being forgotten. Their significance must not 
be viewed from a short-term standpoint; it is of a lasting nature 
and must not, as  I  said, be subordinated to international fluc-
tuations in this or that key sphere, whether it be commercial 
or political. 
With these considerations in mind, the Community hopes 
that the various agreements  and  aims  can  be  achieved  as  a 
whole at the earliest possible date. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.- (F) I oall Mr Gundelach. 
Mr  Gundelach,  Member of the Commission of the Euro-
pean  Communities.  - Si.ir  Christopher Soatmes,  with whom I 22  CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY- EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
collaborate closely in the Commission of the European Com-
munities on matters relating to multilateral trade negotiations, 
has asked me to replace him here this afternoon. 
I  should like to  think that a'l'l  o1f  us here are firmly con-
vinced of the importance of the forthcoming tra!de negotiations 
and I hope that in your national assemblies and parliaments you 
will support the efforts of your governments aimed at making 
them a success. At a time when the world order is changing so 
dramatically, we must at all costs reserve the trade stabilization 
which is so  vital to our continuing prosperity and we must seek 
to carry it forward.  We must take no chances of a  slide back 
into  the  protectionist  policies  which  plagued  the  inter-war 
years. 
This, as  I see it, is basically what is at issue in these nego-
tiations. They provide a crucial opportunity to commit ourselves 
to the development of an expanding system of world trade and 
to work effectively to achieve it. I believe that Mr de la MalEme 
is absolutely right when he says in his report and in his speech 
that the European Community has demonstrated that it is both 
outward-looking and firmly committed to the further liberaliz-
ation .of  world trade. We have assumed our full responsibility 
not only by agreeing to take part in the negotiations-because 
without the participation of the world's largest trading group 
they could hardly take place-but by playing a  major role in 
their successful initiation.  This  was  the  achievement  of  the 
Tokyo meeting in September, attended by Ministers from nearly 
100 countries,  when the negotiations were declared open and 
the aims and objectives were agreed. 
Before  I  speak  about developments  since  Tokyo,  it may 
be useful if I state briefly one or two of the points of the Com-
munity's  general approach to  these  forthcoming  negotiations. 
We believe that the main objectives of these negotiations should 
be twofold-first, to consolidate and to continue the liberaliz-
ation of international trade on the basis of mutual advantage 
and  mutu:a1  commitment,  with  overa:Il  reciprocity,  and,  sec-
ondly and no 
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the  developing  countries  to  participate  in  the  expansion  of 
world trade and to  ensure a  better balance of advantage be-
tween  the  industrialized  and  deve'loping  countries  receiving 
these benefits of this expansion. 
These two broad objectives will  govern our approach to 
these  negotiations  throughout.  Where  tariffs  are  concerned, 
the  Community believes  these  negotiations  should lead  to  a 
significant reduction of customs tariffs by means of cuts whose 
depth would be related to existing levels of duty.  In general, 
the principle would be the higher the tariff the greater the cut. 
In this way we would also achieve a significant degree of tariff 
harmonization. 
I  should record here that the Community emerged, as has 
been stated  earlier  this  afternoon,  from  the  Kennedy  Round 
with the lowest and most homogeneous tariff of an  the majoif 
industrialized countries. 
As  regards non-tariff barriers, we feel  that a  number of 
different  possible  approaches  to  different  sorts  of  non-tariff 
barrier may be necessary. The precise solu!tion  could be of a 
number of possible types, but the Community does not exclude 
the negotiation of codes of conduct or of new interpretive notes 
to the GATT. On this subject I wish only to add that the matter 
of non-tariff barriers is  one of great complication, but in my 
personal view one of the greatest issues of the forthcoming trade 
negotiations  may be even more  important than the  question 
of tariffs. 
I  turn next to  agriculture. We regard this  as  an integral 
part of these  negotiations.  But we believe that account must 
be taken of the special characteristics of agriculture and agri-
cultural problems. In our view the main objective in agriculture 
should be to  achieve  the  expansion  of trade in stable world 
markets in conformity with existing agricultural policies. 
To  achieve  this  orderly expansion,  we  consider that ap-
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Such arrangements should be concluded, for  example,  for ce-
reals, rice, sugar, and certain homogeneous milk products. For 
other products such arrangements are less appropriate, a system 
of joint discipline  could be negotiated to  ensure that exports 
on the world market would be organized on a  more smooth-
running basis. But I must make it very clear that in stating the 
Community's willingness to negotiate seriously on agriculture, 
I  am not suggesting an intention to negotiate about the prin-
ciples of our common agricultural policy. These principles and 
the mechanisms which support them we consider to be a matter 
of internal policy and we do not consider them to be the object 
of international negotiation. 
So far as safeguard measures are concerned, the Commun-
ity confirms its strong attachment to  the disciplines  set out in 
the GATT. 
Nevertheless, so far as Article XIX is  concerned, while the 
Community  believes  that  its  present  positions  should  be 
maintained as  they are, we recognize that the effective opera-
tion of this Article has not proved easy.  The Community will 
therefore  be  prepared  to  participate  in  discussions  designed 
rt;o  explore  a  better  ~pplication of the  practica~ modalities  of 
safeguard measures taken under this article. 
I  should underline that it is  our view that any new mo-
dalities of application should not simply result in a  relaxation 
of conditions under which safeguard clause action can be taken; 
any change of such conditions would have to be accompanied 
at the same time by a  very precise definition of the controls 
over their  use.  How does  the  European  Community  see  the 
implementation of the second major objective-that is, the im-
provement of opportunities for developing countries to partici-
pate in the expansion of world trade? \Ve regard this objective 
as being an important feature throughout the negotiation in all 
its aspects. 
For tariffs we see the greatest emphasis lying in the im-
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now already been in force for two years.  Improvements could 
be  achieved  here  by  increasing  the  level  of  ceilings  within 
which duty-free treatment is  applied to the exports of develop-
ing countries, by including a wider selection of processed agri-
cultural products, by preserving and increasing wherever possi-
ble the margin of preference on goods already included in our 
scheme, and by introducing more flexible procedures. The Com-
munity is  in the process  of finalizing  improved arrangements 
in its  own scheme for  197  4  which will be implemented on 1 
January }974. Clearly we hope and expect that other industri-
alized countries willl make a similar effOTt. 
As  far as  non-tariff barriers are concerned, we are ready 
to take particular account of the problems of developing coun-
tries  and  to  discuss  the  application  of  differential  measures 
which will  provide special and more favourable  treatment to 
them, where this is  feasible and appropriate. As  a  counterpart 
we feel that developing countries themselves should find it pos-
sible  and indeed in their interests  to make a  contribution to 
reducing the non-tariff barriers which they maintain. 
So  much for our views on the various subjects which are 
expected  to  comprise  the  main  areas  of  the  negotiations.  I 
should like to conclude by recalling briefly what has been hap-
pening since the Tokyo meeting. The Tokyo meeting was,  of 
course, a  mere two months ago.  Not all has gone as  smoothly 
as we might  have  hoped  since  then.  It  seldom  does  in  this 
world. 
First, let me mention the inaugural meeting of the Trade 
Negotiations Committee which was  set up by the decision of 
Ministers in Tokyo and which will be the principal forum  of 
the negotiations.  The Committee met in Geneva for  the first 
time from 24 to 26 October. On all sides there was agreement 
that the first  phase of the  negotiations  should  consist  of the 
preparatory work which will be essential before the period of 
real bargaining can commence. No-one, no single delegation in 
Geneva, thought we could go any further at this stage.  There 
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should be no substantive negotiation until all parties were pos-
sessed of full  powers and authority Ito  'Conduct and conclude 
them. 
But there is  sti'll  a  great deral  of detailed ground-clearing 
which can and :must be done. We need to establish a  ~ull tech-
nica:l dossier on the main subjects for negotiation on tariffs, on 
non-tariff barriers,  on agriculture  and  on primary material-
base  dates,  quantities,  values,  etc.,  which will be used when 
the time comes to arrive at a tariff-cutting formula and to cal-
culate the value of mutual concessions. 
Such a preparatory phase will also  give us all the time to 
prepare our negotiating mandates. I  do not wish to imply that 
there would be no differences of opinion at the Geneva meeting, 
but equalily  I  wou1d  not wish  to  dramatize :them.  Different 
concepts  of how  agricultural  matters  should  be handled  did 
emerge,  but although the Trade  Negotiations  Committee did 
not,  at this  first  three-day meeting,  settle  the question of an 
organizational  structure  for  the  work  programme  during  the 
preparatory phase, we do not believe that these differences are 
of any major importance. We certainly hope and intend to re-
solve them so as to avoid undue delay. 
Since the  Geneva meeting, we have had the decision of 
the  United  States  Administration  to  suspend  proceedings  in 
CongJ1ess  on the T'rade Bi[1,  which in effect will provide a neg-
otiating  m1anda:te  for  the  United  States.  The  Commission 
has expressed its regret at this decision, which arises from dif-
ficulties concerning the granting of most-favoured-nation treat-
ment to the Soviet Union. 
For  the  reasons  that  I  have  explained,  the  Commission 
wants the trade negotiations to get seriously under way as early 
as possible, but this cannot be done until all parties to the nego-
tiations have the necessary political mandate. But we must show 
understanding  for  the  American  position,  which  I  sincerely 
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I  am convinced-our recent talks with a number of senior 
members of the American Administration in Washington have 
reinforced our conviction-that there is  no weakening of the 
United States'  resolve  to  see  these  negotiations  through to  a 
successful  conclusion.  We must hope  that circumstances  will 
rapidly improve and that Congress  can resume and complete 
its work on the Trade Bill and thus give the necessary powers 
to the American Government to hasten the day when the po-
tential benefits which would flow to all of us from these nego-
tliations can .be securely realized. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman. - (F) I call Lord Walston. 
Lord  Walston. - It is  1a  privilege to be here today as  a 
member  of  the  British  Labour  delegation  to  the  Council  of 
Europe in this joint meeting with the European Parliament. I 
can o:nlly  regl'let  that I  am alone and with none of my B11itish 
Labour colleagues. I  am not here as  a  rebel : I  have received 
no instructions, advice or communication of any kind from the 
British Labour delegation to suggest that I  should not be here, 
and I  am here, therefore, purely in my ordinary capacity as  a 
member of that delegation. 
My regret that I am alone is, above all because I am a Eu-
ropean, but I  can assure all my colleagues here today that, in 
spite  of  the  absence  of  many of  my  British ·colleagues,  the 
British Labour Party is  no less convinced than ever of the need 
for  international socialism. It is  manifest to all of us  who feel 
this way  that  the  need  today  for  international  socialism  is 
greater than ever it was. It is  needed in so  many spheres, but 
especially in regard to one aspect of today'  s  debate-the de-
veloping countries.  I  was delighted to hear Mr Gundelach ex-
press the attitude of the Commission and I hope that the Com-
munity is active in this respect. 
After all, we in the rich countries have an overriding obli-
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by deeds-above all out of a sense of natural justice. We cannot 
be happy living in a world in which one relatively small section 
-on the whole, the northern and western sections of the globe 
-is rich and a  very large part, mainly in the southern hemi-
sphere, is not only poor but very poor. 
But it is not only natural justice which must make us feel 
this way: it is  also the hard reality of economic life. Even the 
most obtuse among us must be beginning to realize this.  For 
decades now, for generations, we have lived in a world in which 
the prices of essential commodities have been dictated by the 
law of supply and demand, the free play of the market. Until 
very recently, those prices were dictated by the rich countries 
of the West. 
We in the vVest  were in an all-powerful position.  To all 
intents and purposes, we were the sole buyers of these primary 
products and the sole providers of capital for the exploitation 
of the natural wealth in minerals  and in oil,  and the natural 
fertility of the soil, of the poorer parts of the world. They had 
no one but us  to look to for  capitJal,  expertise and markets. So 
we could dictate the prices, and we did so-to our advantage. 
We kept the prices  low and grew rich,  while  they remained 
poor. 
But now, with some commodities-cereals and oil are the out-
standing examples-the boot is  on the other foot.  There is  a 
world shortage of cereals. If  there is not a world shortage of oil, 
at least those who possess the oil are now restricting its output. 
It has  now  become  clear  to  us  that  the prices of these com-
1modities  a:re  dictaJted  n01t  by us,  ~the ;rich  buyers, but by them, 
the producers. We do not like it and we are finding it, to put it 
mildly, very uncomfortable and difficult. 
However, we have no right to complain because, after all, 
these producers of oil and cereals are doing no more than put 
into practice the lessons that they have learned from us, the rich 
countries,  over the past 50 or 75  years.  And there are many 
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with their cereals and oil.  I  suggest that the present relatively 
high prices of cereals are unlikely to remain with us for long. 
What about those who produce cocoa, coffee, cotton and many 
other commodities ? 
I  should  like  to  remind  my  colleagues  of  some  of  the 
fluctuations in the prices of commodities in the recent past, just 
to give some picture of the effect that this must have had on the 
national  economies  of those  countries that depend so  largely 
upon them, and above all on the individuals who live in those 
countries, whose livelihood depends upon what they get for the 
coffee, cocoa and cotton that they produce. 
In the past 10 years, the price of cocoa in Colombia, which 
depends largely on coffee for its national income, has fluctuated 
from a high of 77 cents in 1964 to 55 cents in 1967 -a  variation 
of 44°/o in three years. In Pakistan, the variation in the price of 
cotton has been 49°/o in four years and in India, over a  similar 
period, the price varied by 125°/o. In Ghana, which depends to 
a large extent for its foreign exchange earnings upon cocoa, its 
export earnings from  this  commodity between 1970 and 1971 
fell by over 30°  I  o in one year. In the Cameroons in two years 
the figures feH by a similar amount. 
Those  figures  give  some  indication  of  the  effect  of 
fluctuations  in commodity prices upon the standard of living, 
trading  programmes  and  development  possibilities  in  those 
countries. No amount of liberalization of trade or reduction of 
tariff barriers  will  overcome  such  difficulties.  Free  access  to 
western markets  is  wanted,  but they have  largely had that ; 
what they must have in addition to these assured outlets is fair 
and stable prices. 
The United Kingdom is  still one of the largest buyers of 
commodities in the world, but the enlarged Community is  an 
infinitely larger and more important buyer and its effect is  far 
greater than ever could be the effect of one single country, no 
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I therefore suggest that those who believe solely in terms of 
personal and of national advantage, and who have no truck with 
anything like 'Social justice or fu:ir  or reasonable prices, in their 
own narrow self-interest should combine with those  socialists 
and all others who believe in the just price as  opposed to the 
free play of the markets. Together we must all of us achieve a 
managed  market  for  all  important  primary  products,  which 
should be managed not only in the interests of the consumer 
but, above all, in the interests of the producer, too-of the poor, 
of the under-privileged and of the often-starving producers of 
the developing world. 
Enough words have been said on this subject, but although 
politicians may grow fat on eating their words, hungry people 
do not grow fat on that diet. What they need is food, and in or-
der to buy  the~r food  they must have money ;  and they can 
get that money only if it comes from the rich countries of the 
West deliberately making a vast effort to transfer wealth from 
our own riches to the poorer people of the developing world. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman. -{F)  I -call Mr de Bruyne. 
Mr  de Bruyne. - {N}  ,M:r  President, what I  have to  say 
relates to a few points in the ["eports by Mr de la Ma1 1Eme  and 
Mr  Dequae.  I  was  able  to  fol'low  the  various  phases  in the 
preparation of the latter report as  1a  member of the Committee 
on Economic Affairs  and Development of the Council of Eu-
rope Consultative Assembly. 
I should like to point out a number of differences between . 
the report presented by that Council of Europe committee and 
Mr de la MalEme' s report. 
At various  points  Mr Dequae refers,  quite rightly in my 
opinion,  to the close  ties  which exist in relation to the forth-
coming GATT conference between the field of trade policy as 
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used at the pre
1l'iJminary  GATT negotiations in Tokyo in Sep-
tember. Let me quote a  passage taken from paragraph 1'3  of 
Mr Dequae'  s report : 
'A considerable achievement of the opening session of the 
GATT negotiations has been the acknowledgement of the 
necessity of a link between trade and monetary problems. 
Since international trade can be influenced by the level of 
tariffs  as  well  as  by  the  level  of  exchange rates, a link 
between monetary and trade negotiations would avoid 'that 
a  nation, or a  gro!Up  of nations, obtained irreversible con-
cessions in the tariff field while keeping total freedom in 
monetary matters, particularly the fixing  of parities ; that 
is why your Rapporteur is in favour of trade libel13!liZ'aJtion 
combined w~th stable, but adaptable parities.' 
Scarcely any trace of this view is  to be found in Mr de la 
Malc:'me's  report. If I  understand him  correctly,  he wishes  to 
keep  monetary  policy  out of  the  GATT  negotiations.  This  I 
deduce from a passage on page 5 of his report : 
'Convinced as it is of the need for renewed effort aimed at 
greater Hberalization of world trade, the European Com-
munity is ready to enter into negotiations with this in view, 
but wishes 'the negotiations to be strictly limited to ques-
tions of itJrade.' 
There is  a  paragraph on page 6 which appears to bear a 
slightly different emphasis : 
'Although  it  is  extremely  difficult  to  dissociate  these 
negotiations from  the progress  achieved in the monetary 
sphere, it is  the Community's opinion that they should be 
restricted to matters of trade and not linked with problems 
of international politics  or security.  The Nixon Round is 
beginning in an atmosphere of uncertainty as to the future 
of the world monetary system. The Community considers 
that a  trade agreement will prove practicable only if the 
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which have been a feature of recent times ; it is  therefore 
of the opinion that if trade and monetary negotiations are 
to be conducted separaltely within their own specific con-
texts,  it  wiH  nonetheless  be  obliged  to  assess  progress 
:achieved in matters of trade and to define its position on 
trade in the !light of progress in the monetary sphere.' 
I should like to put a question to Mr Dequae and to Mr de 
la M~a:lEme. Am I  ~right in rmy impression that ithere are signs of a 
divergence between the views of the Council of Europe and the 
views  of the European Community about the  content of the 
GATT negotiations on the subject in question ? 
My second question concerns the trade preferences granted 
by  the  European  Community  to  AASM,  that  is  to  say  the 
African states and Madagascar associated with the EEC. As  is 
clear from the reports by Mr Dequae and Mr de la MalEme, the 
Council of Europe's attitude to these preferences  is  different 
from that of the European Parliament. Indeed, the latter's view 
on.  preferential treatment for  the associated  developing  coun-
tries emerges clearly from the following passage which appears 
on page 7 of Mr de la MalEme' s report. I quote : 
'On  the  question  of  the  adjustment  desirable  for  trade 
relations  with  the  developing  countries,  the  Community 
stipulates  that the advantages  enjoyed by countries  with 
which  the  Community  has  a  special  relationship  must 
remain unaffected.' 
Mr de la MaUme has, in fact, just confirmed this opinion. 
Although  the  two  attitudes  are  n:ot  necessarily  irrecon-
ci'lab\le,  M~r Dequae expresses himself differ:ently on page 8 of 
his report in Ba:rag;r:aphs 33-36. I 'shall nolt need to quote him. in 
fuN.  However, it is dear that :Nlr Dequ:ae sees the problem in a 
dri:fferent light. For 'eX!ample, he says : 
'The proposal of a generalised system of tariff preferences 
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ments.  The  reverse  preferences  which EEC  exports  are 
enjoying in AASM  states under the Yaounde Convention 
will fortunately come to an end in January 1975.' 
From  the  expressiL __  used  by  Mr  Dequae,  it  may  be 
inferred  that he  is  glad  that  this  special  tariff  for  the 
Yaounde  Convention  countries  will  come  to  an  end, 
whereas Mr de la Malene would prefer it to be continued. 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,  a  comparative study 
of the two reports reveals a further difference in attitudes to the 
question of what the principal themes of the GATT negotiations 
ought to be.  The first  themes  are stated in both documents. 
They are the lowering of customs barriers, the removal of non-
tariff trade barriers,  agriculture,  and the special  place to be 
allotted to the developing countries in the GATT negotiations. 
Mr Dequae mentions centrally planned economies as  a further 
theme. No mention is made of this in Mr de la MaUme's report. 
With reference to the wish expressed by Mr Dequae that the 
communist  countries-not  only  Cuba,  Czechoslovakia,  Po-
land, Romania and Yugoslavia but all the communist countries 
-should be involved in GATT operations in the future (this is 
surely the significance of paragraph 42 on page 10 of the report 
by the Council of Europe rapporteur), I  should like to ask Mr 
Dequae whether he sees  any signs that the communist bloc is 
making .  any move towards cooperation with the GATT coun-
tries, and if  so what those signs are. 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the primary purpose 
of this Joint Meeting of members of 1the Council of Europe and 
members of the European Parliament is  not to  heap amiable 
generalities  on one another.  I  should therefore  like  to  add a 
word about the joint communique which we have before us in 
draft form.  Although I  am prepared to support this text,  I  do 
not think there is really very much substance in it. 
To conclude, I should like to thank you for your attention. 
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addressing  the  distinguished  members  of  the  European 
Parliament. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.  - (F)  The rapporteurs wiH  reply at the 
end of the debate. 
I  call  Lord  Mansfield,  on behalf of the  European Con-
servative Group of the European Parliament. 
Lord Mansfield. - If  I may begin on a personal ndte, may 
I  say  how  privileged  I  feel  to  be  addressing  this 20th joint 
meeting  of  the  Members  of  the  Consultative  Assembly  and· 
the European Parliament. As  a  comparative newcomer to poli-
tics  and  a  complete  newcomer  to  EU!ropean  politics,  I  feel 
particularly pleased that I  am addressing thi·s  Assembily today 
as  spokesman  for  the  European  Conservative  Group  of  the 
European  Parliament.  As  many  members  of  the  Community 
are aware, the three acceding countries joined the Community 
in  January,  and our  group  has  members  from  two  of those 
countries. 
First may I  deal shortly with the European scene as  it is 
now·.  Since  the  accession  in January of the  countries  I  have 
mentioned-that is to say, the United Kingdom, Denmark and 
Ireland  the  European position  is  such  that  the  other  EFT  A 
co;untries  which have not joined ·the  Commrm.iJty  have nego-
tiated special relations agreements, for one reason or another. 
All of those are not yet in force,  but it is  perhaps worthwhile 
to recall that the aims of •the agreements are tto promote through 
the expansion of reciprocal trade the harmonization, develop-
ment and economic relations between the EEC and EFTA and 
through  these  agreements  to  contribute to  a  similar develop-
ment and expansion of world trade. 
It would  perhaps  have been better for  all  concerned if 
the negotiations under Article 24 (6) had been concluded before 
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not be. It may be said that the new round of talks differs from 
any that have gone before in that the question of tariff iTeduc-
tions will not be the main, 1 lert alone the only, issue. This is well 
explained in Mr Dequae''  s report, which is  an admirable state-
ment of the problems. I  particularly welcome  ~the succinclt yet 
comprehensive  list  of  requirements  in  paragraph  42  of  the 
report. 
In the same way as  we have to seek our solutions in the 
forthcoming round of talks,  it should perhaps be remembered 
that new and different considerations have arisen which make 
these talks desirable. Since the Kennedy Round, Europe, both 
in :the EEC and EFT~, has become a dominant force in world 
trade. ~s our rapporteur in the European Parliament, Mr de la 
Malime, so  well points out in his report, and as he said today, 
the Community-that is  to say,  the Nine-accounts for about 
25°  I  o of world trade. 
Perhaps I should point out one matter which has not been 
mentioned  this  afternoon-that  since  the  Kennedy  Round, 
Japan has taken its place as one of the major trading nations of 
the world, and this has had unfortunate repercussions for some 
countries. This fact,  plus the fact that many developing coun-
;tries  have  shed  their ·colonial  status-not only  arre  they  new 
countries but they are contracting parties to the general agree-
ment-has caused fundamental  changes  in the  structure  and 
organization of world trade to become desirable. 
The difference in the objectives  as  between Europe as  a 
whole and the United States of ~merica is  well set out in the 
two  reports  from  our  rapporteurs.  I  have  already' mentioned 
that different  consider
1altions  apply  to  the  forthcoming  round 
so  far  as 'the parHcipanrts are concerned, but that is  also true 
of  the  areas  of  the  discussion  which  will  take  place.  One 
instance,  perhaps,  besides  the  tariff  negotiations,  which will 
cause considerable problems is  that of the non-tariff barriers. 
For instance, there is  a new awareness of 1the need for the pro-
tection and the preservation of the environment and also  the 
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what I  might term the over-industrialized countries.  This has 
thrown up a new form of non-tariff barrier, the basis of which 
is not so much a trade policy as a domestic policy of the country 
concerned.  I  suppose  that  one  example  might be  the  safety 
standards and the health standards of such items as motor cars, 
particularly when they come  to  be imported into the  United 
States of America. This may not be intended in such instances 
to be designed to limit imports but it certainly has that effect. 
I  have touched on a  few factors which in my submission 
distinguish  this  forthcoming round of talks  from  those which 
have taken place before. I  do not think there will be much, if 
any,  disagreement between the  delegates  here  on matters  of 
principle-and that includes the objectives that we all seek-
the common policies, such as  the common 
1agricultJunal  policy, 
which we feel must be preserved, even if shortly to be modified. 
Of  course  we  have  also  to  maintain  and  strengthen  and  to 
safeguard the rights and standards of our friends in other coun-
tries, particularly those with weak economies. 
However, I must express my regret and dismay at the fact 
that the United States Trade Reform Bill has now been pushed 
back in time until,  at any rate, it seems  to me,  consideration 
will  not come about until next year.  I  was heartened by the 
fact that Mr Gundelach said that the Committee dealing with 
the matter in Geneva--the Trade  Negotiations  Committee-
had other prelirnilllary tasks which it courd be g,ertting on with. 
Nevertheless, anybody who looked at a  copy of Le Figaro for 
yesterday,  13  November,  would  have  seen  alongside  'The 
Nixon Round' a heading 'Les negociations sont au point mort'. 
I  very much hope that that is  journalistic licence and exagge-
ration rather than the truth. 
I  do not know about the Socialist International,  because 
I  do not happen to be a Socialist, but what I say is  that for all 
the peoples of all the countries by whom we are sent here as 
delegates, these negotiations are far too important for our future 
wellbeing  that  they  should be bogged  down  because  of the 
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wever terrible those difficulties are and however much_ we may 
sympathize with the country involved. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman. - {F) I call Mr J  ahn. 
Mr Jahn.- (G) Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, ~et 
me first  pay  a  tribute to  outstanding reports  by Mr Dequae 
and Mr de la Mal€me. I should like now to discuss a paragraph 
of Mr Dequae'  s report which concern the relationship between 
GATT and the centrally planned economies, namely section F 
and conclusions  G.  Paragraph 41  states,  inter alia,  that 'at a 
later stage GATT should be reformed in order to take account 
of  the  characteristics  of  the  economic  system  of  communist 
countries and enable them to take a greater part in international 
trade and economic cooperation'. 
Let me examine this question more closely.  I  should like 
to submit to you and to my colleagues in the Council of Europe 
certain considerations we discussed in the Political Committee 
of the European Parliament regarding trade relations with the 
state trading countries.  ' 
The significance of the development of economic relations 
with the Eastern European States was recognized as  early on 
as  the beginning of the sixties.  Since then the various Member 
States have taken steps independently or bilaterally !to develop 
these relations. The European Parliament also  emphasized the 
significance of trade at an early stage and analysed the obstacles 
in the way of trade expansion. In spite of this, there has been 
no  noticeable change in the overall picture of economic rela-
tions.  Trade  between  the  Community  and  the  state  trading 
countries represenrts about 7°/o of the Community's total foreign 
trade. On the other hand, the state  trad.~ing countries' exports 
to the Community play a  larger part in their volume of trade. 
In 1971, the Community accounted for between 10°/o and 14°/o 
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the GDR, 7.5°/o of Soviet foreign trade and 21.9°/o of Rumanian 
foreign trade. 
These figures  reflect the hitherto  prevailing idea that it 
is  necessary to achieve a  bilateral trade balance. Clearly a  no-
table increase in trade will only be possible if Eastern Europe 
exports  are  sufficiently  attractive  to  Western  markets.  This 
wiH,  however, necessitate changes in market organization and 
in the quality of the goods which are bound to take a long time 
to  effect.  All  the Member StaJtes  halVe  been attaching special 
importance to relations with the Eastern European States and 
have therefore been extending trade policy to them longer than 
to the western nations. 
Since 1 January 1973, as mentioned by the Chairman, two 
things  have  lastingly  influenced the  Community's  role  in fo-
reign affairs : 
- Enlargement put an end to  the division  between the 
important  Western  European  States.  The  aocessrion  of  the 
United Kingdom to the Co;_nmunities and the consequent com-
mitment to comrmon aim's has for the first time m:ade a broadly 
based general politica!l  consensus possible among these States. 
- Moreover the need to  develop a  common attitude to 
the outside world, has changed decisively, in as  much as  since 
1 January 1973 the Treaty provisions for a common trade policy 
have been unrestrictedly  applicable.  Since  then,  trade  agree-
ments can no longer be concluded by individual Member States, 
even with the state trading countries. Existing bilateral agree-
ments expire at the end of 1974. Unless they are expressly exten-
ded with the full knowledge of the Community authorities, the 
European  Community must  either  conclude  agreements  with 
these States or rtake independent action. Both courses are likely 
to assist the use of the economic power of the newly formed 
entity to establish a considerable political potential. 
The Eastern European States-in particular the USSR-
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reaction may be 'rooted in other and more far-reaching  inte-
resrts. 
This reaction culminated in the visit of the Comecon Se-
cretary-General, Mr Fadeyev, to the Chariman of the Council 
of  Ministers  of 
1the  European Communities  in August  1973. 
The Com,munity'  s response to 'the oHer of negotiations be-
tween Comecon and EEC 1was  favoumhle, but cautious. 
Apart from these formal questions-enlargement or conti-
nuance-bilateral  or  multilateral  relations-the  Community 
also  faces  the problem of bilateral relations between Member 
States and the state trading countries of Eastern Europe. 
Numerous  cooperation  agreements-which  have  been 
touched  on  today  in  the  discussion-have  been  concluded 
bilaterally.  Joint  production,  joint  investment  and  marketing 
provided  for  in these  agreements will  have  a  decisive  effect 
on trade  flows  and hence  on the  Community's  trade  policy. 
In addition the problem of preferential interest rate accorded 
bilaterally is still unsolved. In 1972, the Commission submitted 
proposals  to  the  Council  of  Ministers  for  Community  Rules 
governing both interest rates and cooperation agreements. The 
powers of the Community ought to be clearly defined before 
the start of negotiations with Comecon. 
A  further  subject  for  negotiation  with  Comecon  could 
be the .removal of quotas and the question to what extent the 
E1 astern European Countries can be granted preferences. 
Problems of bilateral and multilateral relations are in this 
connection of particu
1lar concern to  our Parliament. The offi-
cial  expression  of the  desire of the Eastern European States 
to  enter into discussion is  at present specifically restricted to 
relations  between Comecon and the  Europe1an  Communities. 
An extensive debate in the Political Committee of the European 
Parliament  showed,  however,  that  the  great  majority  is  in 
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ments by nego'f.iiJation with Comecon and to continue as hitherto 
the practice of bilateral negotiation with all  states  belonging 
to  Comecon.  Simultaneous bilateral and multilateral relations 
with  Comecon  and  its  members  are  therefore  to  be  recom-
mended in the internal interests of the Community itself. 
Mr Chairman, I have neatly finished. There is  a great deal 
of interdependence between the  'political union'  of  the EEC 
members aimed at for 1980 and relations with Eastern Europe. 
The following points are the most important : 
The whole problem of relations rt:hat  are e~clusively econo-
mic  is  nowhere more clearly apparent than in relations  with 
the state trading countries. As  consideration and discussion of 
this  problem  has  repeatedly  shown,  economic  questions, 
questions of general foreign policy and security are interwoven. 
They cannot be dealt with with'out weakening the overall posi-
tion. Hitherto there has been competition instead of cooperation 
among Member States as  regards economic relations with the 
state trading countries. In the long run this is  not in the inte-
rest  of the  individual  members  and  m'ay  even  threaten  the 
attainment of political union. For this reason it is  surely neces-
sary to reach agreement on this 'question, as proposed by the 
Commission  to  the  Council.  EEC  relations  with  the  Eastern 
European States are a  function of the general attitude of the 
European Community and also  of the Council of Europe in a 
future Europe and in the world as a whole. 
(Applause) 
The  Chairman.  - {F)  I  call  Mr Bangemrum,  who  will 
speak on behalf of the Liberal and Allies. 
Mr  Bangemann,  Group  of the  European  Parliament. 
(G)  Mr Chairman, La:dies and Gentlemen, the principle of lib-
eralization of world 1trade does not stem from tthe ,self-interest 
of :the powerful countries but, as  Mr de la Malene rightly poin-
ted out, this principle can and must be a motivating force and 
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If therefore the European Community favour the removal 
of  customs  barriers  and  other,  non-tariff,  barriers,  it  is  not 
becaa..tse,  being in a  position of slbrength,  they wish consciously 
and de1ibemtely to ignore 1the  weaknesses of their 'trade pai1t-
ners, but because they are deeply convinced that this principle, 
and  this  principle  alone,  guarantees  the  participation  of  all 
countries in general development. 
We are convinced of this because we ourselves have had 
such good experiences with this principle as  regards the deve-
lopment of the Community. In my opinion Mr de la :Nialene 
pointed this out very well. 
He also echoed the European  Parliament ,and its Committee 
for External Economic Trade Relations in regard to the connec-
tion that exists between the GATT negotiations and the ques-
tion of reform of the world monetary system. There is no doubt 
at all that we are here faced with a parallel development which 
makes it essential for  a  reform of markets to be accompanied 
by basic monetary reform. Since, however, the latter will take 
a 'long ti:me-even to reach conclusions which can be considered 
at  least  temporarily  valid-it  will  be  better  to  concentrate 
during the negotiations on giving prioritty to questions of trade, 
without losing  sight of the  need for  parallel  development.  I 
feel that in this respect Mr de la MalEme has reflected the opi-
nion of his committee very correctly. 
During these negotiations the member States of the Commu-
nity must not place too much emphasis on the view that our 
customs union represents the nucleus of integration within the 
Community. Historically this was certainly correct, but in the 
light of evolution it is incorrect. If  we are striving towards poli-
tical union  as  one of the forms  of  a  new European identity, 
this does not mean that the customs union will lose its identity, 
but it does 1mean that it will no longer stand alone and in the 
foreground of such integration. vVhat has hitherto been attained 
is indeed a historic achievement on the part of the Community, 
but it 1must not be allowed to mortgage the future, particularly 
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Naturally  such  customs  barriers  can  only  be  removed 
gradually,  in order,  in particular,  to  avoid  social  tensions.  It 
is, however, our firm conviction that in the interests of all parti-
cipants they must certainly be removed. As Lord Mansfield said 
very dlearly, While non-tariff barriers allid  hindrances may per-
haps already be of greater importance today, they will certainly 
gain in importance when future considerations of the protection 
of the environment come into play. Here we shall certainly be 
facing a development which has two unacceptable aspects. For, 
if the industrialized countries lay great stress on environmental 
protection,  they will be imposing a  disadvantage on their in-
dustries,  competitively speaking,  and,  on the other hand, the 
threat to the environment will increase in the developing coun-
tries.  These  are  not  alternatives.  Neither  of  these  solutions 
would solve the problem, and both would be equally unsatis-
factory  to  everybody.  It  is  precisely  because  of  the  special 
importance of the protection of the environment that we are 
going to have to undertake the meticulous,  slow and exacting 
work of reducing non tariff barriers, even though, for praltical 
reasons, we must begin by concentrating on the most important 
questions. 
Emphasis on the principle of liberalization can naturally 
not  prevent  recognition  of  the  fact  that  this  principle-like 
any other principle-does not  exist  for  its  sake.  If, however, 
it were strictly applied,  the principle of liberalization would, 
in fact,  tend  to  prejudice  the  developing  countries  to  which 
it was  applied, particularly where world trade in agricultural 
products was concerned. 
On behalf of my group in 'tlhe European ~Parliament, I wish 
to  emphasize very strongly what Mr de la  MaU:me  has  said. 
It would not be right when dealing with these questions from 
which  a  long term solution is  being sought,  to  allow oneself 
to be guided entirely by the existing situation. It would be very 
wrong  to  draw  the  conclusion  from  the  present  situation  of 
undoubted  scarcity  in  world  food  supplies,  that  the  highly 
developed  countries  need  to  maintain  their  agricultural  pro-
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it were, to feed tthe world. Nothing could be ~more wrong, since 
this would mean that the undeveloped countries would be kept 
in  their  present  state,  and  would  become  permanent 
supplicants,  a  position  that would stand in the  way of their 
own development. 
While preserving the principle of freedom of world trade 
we here have the possibility of giving the developing countries 
scope for their own development by means of individual trade 
agreements on quotas and prices. And here I regret very much 
that it has not yet been possible and that the Community has 
not yet succeeded in adopting a reasonable and binding attitude 
in  regard  to  the  World  Sugar  Agreement,  since  that  would 
provide an excellent example of the ability of European coun-
tries to understand both their own role and that of the develop-
ing countries in this sphere. 
Naturally the objection will be raised that if  these countries 
are  allowed  to  use  their  production potential  opened up  on 
the basis perhaps, of a system of comparative costs, it may lead 
to  encouraging monoculture, which is  already their economic 
weakness. This argument is both right and wrong. It is certainly 
true  that  a  larger,  more  broadly based  industrial production 
would make these countries more resistant to  crises.  But they 
will  certainly not achieve this if we withdraw the basis they 
already possess in order to strive for  such a  development. We 
must first of all see that what they possess today is consolidated, 
in order later to achieve better conditions if  possible. 
All these problems, Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr Chaivman, 
should  however  be  solved  in  conjunction  with  a  movement 
towards  liberalization.  It would  be  disastrous  if we  were  to 
make so  many holes in the principle of liberal world trade by 
such agreements that it became a  fine weather parasol, but on 
rainy days,  that is  to  say in normal weather,  left us  without 
any world trade at all.  All these negotiations then, these speci-
fic  trade agreements, should therefore be concluded with due 
regard for  the trend towards a  liberal system of world trade, 
because this would make it easier to solve our problems in the 
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This also means that we shall arrive at a  different defini-
tion of our development policy.  We shall have to define and 
handle development policy increasingly as  a  policy of division 
of labour. It is  inadmissible, as was rightly pointed out by our 
Labour friend, for us to impose on the developing countries on 
the basis of their historical situation a  role in which they are 
accepted as  partners, but nevertheless remain in a  situation of 
dependence. It is  necessary to bring about a  world-wide divi-
sion  of  labour  in order  to  give  the  developing  countries  an 
opportunity of which they  can only  avail  themselves  in that 
context.  That seems to me to  be what international solidarity 
means. 
I  should like to point out, however, that another principle 
needs to be linked to that of international solidarity-one which 
should be  emphasized  precisely  by  this  Assembly  because it 
is topical, although not merely because of that ; that is the prin-
ciple of what I  would call  international 'solidity',  in contrast 
to,  or by comparison with, the principle of international soli-
darity.  What do  I  mean by that? If 'We  succeed in bringing 
about an international division of labour, the vulnerability of the 
individual partners will be greater as  a  result. If we have to 
rely on each other because we believe that this is economically 
and politically right and reasonable, it also means that in such 
a  system  mutual  economic  pressures  must  be  excluded  to  a 
greater extent. This means-and I  do not say this merely be-
cause  of  tihe  ·current  situation  which  was  de1alt  with  so 
thoroughly in yesterday's energy debate but r1aJther with an eye 
to the future-that we !must  see  ~that negotiations  lead to a 
changeover  to  basi'C  international rules  which wiH  guarantee 
that no-one taking part ·in this division of labour and benefiting 
by it, sh2ilf by exerting economic pressure, create difficulties for 
any  0 1 ~her partner ~dependent on this division of labour. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, we live at a time in which classical 
warfare is  becoming rarer. It is  not ruled out, but it is  beco-
ming rarer. At the same time,  however,  a  different means of 
influencing  the  policy  of  other  states  is  coming  increasingly 
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law-namely economic pressure. The further our international 
division  of labour goes,  the more dependent we are  on each 
other,  the more-in my opinion-economic pressure  of wha-
tever kind takes on the character of warfare in a modern world 
dependent on division  of labour.  Today wars  are  not waged 
merely  with  arms,  but also  by  economic  boycotts.  This  fact 
makes  my  group and myself think it desirable to  draw your 
attention to  this point and to express the hope that considera-
tion will be given during these negotiattions-and we ourselves 
will have further opportunities to express our ideas individually 
on this point-to the need for a 'good conduct clause' not only 
to  protect .any  industries  at !fisk,  but also  to  guarantee  that 
countries  participating  in  and  enjoying  the  protection  and 
benefit of  such  international  agreements  should  at  the  same 
time understand clearly that they themselves have no right to 
threaten their partners, that they must not only renounce the 
active use of force but also the right to boycott, and that they 
must take oither  economic measures as well to ensure that the 
highly sensitive instrument constituted by a  world division of 
labour is able to function. 
Let me say something quite plainly : if we concede quotas 
at agreed prices to the developing countries under the \Vorld 
Sugar Agreement, we for our part must be able to rely on these 
supplies. If we cannot, it will never be possible to root out the 
idea of self-sufficiency, the idea of national surplus production, 
because  everyone  will  maintain  that  the  Community  cannot 
afford to  endanger the  security of  its  supplies by giving the 
developing  countries more  scope  for  their development.  This 
means, therefore, that the relationship is  reciprocal. Those who 
1fail  to  ur:d.es"ba;n:d  its  redprocity~I use  the  term here  in a 
broader sense than the usual one-will in the long run damage 
their own interests. We must take this to heart and so must our 
partners, who are striving with us to reform the market. 
(Applause) 
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Mr Farr. - Mr President, I wish to congratulate the two 
rapporteurs on this subject. 
Before I  say 'a  few words, I  wish to point out to  the last 
speaker  ·from  Germany  that  it  is  not  true  to  say  that  one 
cannot  rely  on  internationa'l  agreements  for  sugar.  We have 
an  internaJtional  agreement  with  Commonwealth  nations  for 
cane sugar jn Britain which has been working effectively for 
over 20 years and now supplies us with about 1 3/4 mil'lion tons 
of cane sugar per annum. We regard this as extremely effective 
and it has never been the case, even when world sugar was in 
short  supply  such  as  during  the  Cuba  crisis,  that  we  were 
unable to get the guaranteed amount from the Commonwealth 
for which this agreement called. Therefore, these agreements do 
work and this one in particular has worked. 
I  wish briefly to  congratulate the  two  rapporteurs,  part-
icularly .M•r Dequae, whom I have the pleasure of being with on 
the  Council  of  Europe.  I  particularly  agree  with  the  seven 
objectives to which he refers on page 26 relating to agriculture. 
I  fully agree with the report, but I  wonder whether he might 
not consider adding an eighth objective. This would be in rela-
tion  to  the  developing  nations,  something  to  the  effect  that 
developed countries such as our own should not necessarily aim 
to  be self-sufficient in a  commodity that they can grow with 
ease when that commodity's production is  not essential to their 
cropping rotation but is  an essential crop in certain developing 
countries where no alternative is available. 
In this connection I very much welcome Mr Dequae'  s call 
for international product-by-product agreements. I  think there 
are a number of opportunities in this respect as  regards wheat, 
beef, mutton and dairy products. 
However,  I  wish  to  refer  for  a  moment  or  two  to  the 
circumstances that I believe we would all like to see successful 
for renewal of the world sugar agreement. 
As  I  told the last speaker, we have had a  very successful 
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Council of Europe and the European Parliament that it is  not 
acceptable that we developed countries of Europe, with several 
profitable alternatives available to us,  should insist any longer 
on producing an excess of sugar from beet when so many coun-
tries of the developing Commonwealth and the third world are 
saddled  with  what  one  could  almost  call  a  one  commodity 
pattern of agriculture due to climatic and other reasons, which 
places  their  commodities  beyond their  control,  and  they  are 
desperately dependent upon the export of sugar in order to live 
at all.  On Mr Dequae'  s report I  should like to say how fully I 
agree with objectives 1, 4 and 5  of the seven which he listed. 
Our producers in Europe can turn to other crops for which there 
is  a  profitable demand and which play the same role in crop 
rotation as sugar beet does, such as  oil seed rape. But the cane 
producers of many developing countries possess no such alter-
native.  I  should like us to get down again to  the negotiating 
table  to  see  whether  we  can once  more  reach  a  new  inter-
national sugar agreement. The current one expires at the end of 
this year. 
I  should like to urge upon the members of our two assem-
blies,  both  inside  and  outside  our  national  parliaments,  the 
policy  of  striving  for  a  renewal  of  the  International  Sugar 
Agreement with our developing countries  of Western Europe 
as net importers of sugar and not as exporters. 
One of the most important parts of Mr Dequae'  s report is 
where he calls  for  a  search for  new world commodity agree-
ments. It will not be· easy, and with the collapse of the world 
sugar talks the situation is  bleak, but if we can achieve some 
world commodity agreement before 1975 we shall not only help 
the third world with its problems but we shall also  help our-
selves and possibly avoid the costly dumping of surplus Euro-
pean foodstuffs,  as  occurred recently in the case of European 
butter which was disposed of in Russia. 
(Applause) 
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Mr  Holtz.  - (G)  M1r  Chairman,  Ladies  and Gentlemen, 
the aim of the GATT negotiations is liberalization and a greater 
expansion of world trade, and in addition an improvement in 
the standard of living and wellbeing of all peoples. This is what 
we hear on all sides, but what is  the picture really like ? True, 
we are witnessing an enormous growth in world trade, but the 
share of the developing countries in it fell from 30°  I  o in 1950 
to 17°/o in 1970. 
In the industrial countries the living standard is, of course, 
rising far faster than in the developing countries. The prices of 
industrial  products have  risen  as  a  rule  more  than have  the 
prices of raw materials, even of oil, which has given us a num-
ber of headaches in recent weeks. vVhereas indeed the price of 
oil has increased by approximately 100°/o since 1960, the prices 
of  industrial  products  in  many  sectors  have  risen  by  300°/o 
during the same period. 
These few facts show that the liberalization measures long 
since  decided  on  have  served  the  interests  of the  industrial 
countries more than of the developing countries. That is  why I 
was so  pleased to hear boith the Rapporteurs, Mr Dequae and 
Mr de la MalEme, propose that the developing ;countries in part-
icular be met half-way in the coming GATT negotiations. 
Let me now explain myself in more detail. All responsible 
politicians have realized that it is not enough to give official aid 
to  the  developing  countries.  Development  aid  must  not  be 
merely conscience-money, handed over by the industrial coun-
tries; world-wide changes in the economic and trade sector are 
equally necessary. An international division of labour must not 
mean foisting the role of perpetual raw-material suppliers on to 
the third world. 
This  being  so,  we,  the  western  countries,  but  also  the 
eastern countries which are industrialized, must be willing,  in 
the GATT negotiation, to take a  stand on the following points 
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1.  diversification measures  in the  sphere  of exports  and 
imports are to be encouraged ; 
2.  the  principle  of  the  most-favoured-nation  must  not 
become sacrosanct ; 
3.  in preferential trade agreements it may occasionally be 
necessary to waive reciprocity ; 
4.  restrictive  practices,  such  as  the setting up of import 
and export price rings  and discount cartels  by private firms, 
especially those operating internationally, must be prevented; 
5.  non-tariff  obstacles  to  trade,  such  as  import  quotas, 
compensatory  frontier  levies,  standardization  of  production, 
environmental  and  safety  measures,  should  be  gradually 
reduced. 
We are expecting practical progress precisely in this area. 
We, the industrialized countries, do not wish-nor should we-
to pursue a  post-colonial policy of self-interest. We reject neo-
colonialism. 
We  wish  far  more  to  establish  a  partnership  based  on 
world-wide  reciprocal  economic  dependence.  The  one-sided 
dependence of the third world on the industrial countries which 
has lasted so  long and which to some  extent still  exists,  runs 
counter to the spirit of the GATT negotiations. As  the advocate 
of  the  countries  which  are  being  kept  in  a  state  of  under-
development, I  understand the attitude of the Arab oil-produ-
cing  countries  on the  one hand-allow me here to make  an 
excursion into a  highly topical and explosive subject-and on 
the other I  note with concern that, provoked by the oil crisis, 
the European countries and also  the USA  are showing a  ten-
dency  to  increase  p:r~otectionism and  even,  perhaps,  to  strive 
towards  autarchy.  That would run counter to the world-wide 
desires for liberalization expressed by all the countries united in 
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I  hope  that  the  European  countries-and  we  should 
discuss this too-will show solidarity and take a common stand 
in the face of the oil boycott. Since we are assembled here today 
as  member  of  the  Council  of  Europe  and  of  the  European 
Parliament, this would be a good opportunity to display Euro-
pean solidarity. 
At  the  same  time  I  hope  that  we  shall  not  witness an 
escaLaJtion  of  mutua'l  blackmail,  but lthat  a  so1lution  satisfac-
tory to al'l  will be found, possibly in the form of a  good con-
duct clause. 
At the beginning of my remarks I  referred to the aims of 
GATT.  I  would  draw  your  attention  to  paragraph  9  of  Mr 
Dequae'  s  report,  in  which  mention  is  made  of  economic 
expansion, and property. 
But if the gap between the rich and poor nations is not to 
be widened, then it will be necessary to take steps to bring the 
objective of a just division of labour and a fairer distribution of 
commodities and income closer. In short, we must not forget the 
social  components  when  considering  trade  measures. 
I may venture later on, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to 
propose  a  few  amendments  to  the  joint  communique. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAIR : Mr BERKHOUWER 
President of the European Parliament 
The Chairman.- (N) I caLl Mr Dequae. 
Mr Dequae.- '(N) Mr President, Mr Holtz has srud that 
he intends to make a few remarks later regarding the standpoint 
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that we can then give a joint answer and not have to return to 
this point a second time. 
The  Chairman.  - (  N)  The reference  is  to  the proposal 
for  a  joint communique.  I  understand-perhaps you can con-
firm. this-that the Joint Meeting does  not normally  adopt a 
final  resolution.  The issuing of a  joint communique is  a  new 
departure. Nobody can prevent us introducing this innovation 
and  adopting  such  a  communique  as  a  conclusion  to  our 
exchange of views.  I  have before me a  'preliminary draft joint 
communique' which can be adopted if the Joint Meeting agrees. 
In fact, we have gone a  step further, because I  also have 
before me a 'motion to amend the preliminary draft joint com-
munique', tabled by Mr Vals on behalf of the Socialist Group 
of  the  European  ParHament.  This  is  an  'amendment  to 
paragraphs 5,  9,  11  and 13. If I  now receive another amend-
ment from the German representative, I  am not sure what the 
position is. 
I  think  our  exchange  of  views  would  then  degenerate. 
Perhaps the word is not very well chosen, but I do not see how 
we are to bring our debate to a fitting conclusion. We have no 
rules in the Joint Meeting for voting on resolutions and amend-
ments to resolutions. 
I call Mr de la Malime. 
Mr  de Ia  Malime,  Rapporteur.- (F) Mr Chairman, may 
I  draw your attention to the fact that we are making a proce-
- dural innovation.  This  is  a  meeting of two  assemblies  which 
possess  powers  of their own and are governed by their own 
rules of procedure. The purpose of the meeting is  to exchange 
ideas, but it would be diffi:cu~It,  I  feel,  to transform this joint 
meeting into  a  legal institution capable of holding votes  and 
dividing  itself  into  majorities  and  minorities.  We  cannot 
proceed in that direction. 
Mr Dequae and I have made a conscientious effort to agree 
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both  of us.  It seems  to  me,  however,  that it would  be very 
difficult from the legal point of view to introduce a procedure 
enabling amendments  to be tabled and that is  how I  would 
reply in advance to  any amendments that might be proposed. 
The Chairman.- {F) What you have just said, Mr de la, 
MaUme, coincides precisely with my own thinking. 
I call Mr Dequae. 
l\b Dequae,  Rapporteur.  - (N)  Mr President, it is  true 
that we are under no obligation to amend this text. However, it 
is  interesting  for  us  to  know  what standpoints  and  opinions 
people hold about it, so that we can then put the communique 
into final form  on our own responsibility.  We do not need to 
vote on it,  because there is  no need to  discover whether we 
agree about it.  I  was merely concerned to have people's views 
so that our reply might reflect our own attitude on the question. 
The Chairman. - {  N) I propose that the previous speaker 
should hand over the amendments he wishes to have accepted 
to both rapporteurs. I shall pass Mr Vals' proposals on to them. 
We shall leave it to the rapporteurs to decide whether and to 
what extent they are able and willing to incorporate the amend-
ments in to their joint text. 
Can we agree to this proposal ? 
Mr D.equae, Rapporteur. - ( N) Mr President, I am afraid  _ 
there  is  a  misunderstanding.  I  think  it would be  best if the 
amendments  were  read  out  to  us  and  the  reasons  for them 
explained. The best thing would be for the person submitting 
them to give a short 3 minute explanation. 
The Chairman.- (N) I propose to give the person tabling 
the amendments 2 minutes to explain them. 
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Mr  Holtz.  - (G)  Thank you,  Mr Chairman,  for  kindly 
allowing me to speak for a further two minutes. 
The text submitted to you by Mr Vals  and myself was to 
be presented by both of us. I  am not saying anything different 
both our names appear on the document. 
I also think we should call again to mind what the Federal 
Chancellor, Mr Willy Brandt, said yesterday. We do not wish to 
cut off our own noses, either in the European Parliament or in 
the Council of Europe. What we decide here is  not of world-
wide validity, but it nevertheless conJtributes to the shaping of 
opinion in these two bodies.  So  let me thank you once again. 
I am taking the preliminary draft joint communique as my 
basis, beginning with paragraph 5, which reads : emphasize the 
need for  concerted action by the countries of western Europe 
-and here  we  would  like  to  add  in  particular-within the 
framework  of the  current GATT and International Monetary 
Fund negotiations. The addition of in particular is  designed to 
give greater emphasis. 
We  are  ready  to  adopt paragraph  9  in its  entirety,  but 
adding :  'to the extent that the fair  distribution of goods and 
income is assured.' 
We agree with paragraph 11, but in the second line where 
mention is  made of 'parallel efforts  to  establish a  sufficiently 
stable  international  monetary  system',  we  would  Mke  to 
substitute 'prior' for 'parallel'. 
Lastly, the Socialist Group proposes that the first sentence 
of  paragraph  13  be  amended  as  follows :  'Considered  that 
reforms  should be undertaken to raise  the export revenues  of 
the developing  coun1tries'.  We suggest that the remainder be 
deleted, as we feel we should otherwise have to add a long list 
of measures ; as  it stands it is  rather too general for us. 
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Mrs Aasen. - Whenever we are discussing the problems 
of cooperation between countries in Europe, it wpuld be wise 
to stress that no regional structure should be seen as  an end in 
itself, but only as an instrument towards a global structure, and 
always subordinated to a global aim. The most burning issue of 
our time is  the gap between rich and poor nations and we all 
know that, even if development aid is  necessary and important, 
it is  far from  enough to solve the problems of the developing 
countries. 
In spite of the efforts during the first development decade 
of the United Nations, we all know that this gap is  widening 
even more. Today, three years after the beginning of the second 
UN  development  decade,  which  has  also  been  called  'A 
Strategy for  Survival',  the gap between rich and poor is  still 
growing wider. 
We have to realize that, although the GATT negotiations 
will  concentrate  on  eliminating  barriers  to  trade,  there  is  a 
wider purpose in our efforts-that is, to further peaceful inter-
national relations and to eliminate injustice and sources of con-
flict.  Even if Norway is  in favour of a  maximum reduction of 
tariffs, we realize that their complete elimination is hardly pos-
sible at present. Most developing countries will probably need 
tariffs for many years to come to protect their infant industries. 
As  for non-tariff barriers, there should be a  concentration 
on measures  which directly disturb the reasonable pattern of 
international trade. Full results  can hardly be achieved in all 
parts  of  this  complicated field  within the  short  span  of two 
years.  There  could,  however,  be  an  effective  and  continuing 
controlling and supervising role for GATT here, and perhaps a 
follow-up programme could be envisaged. 
The complicated issue of agricultural trade has to be faced 
in the light of the problems relating to world resources. The fact 
that a  country may make  a  special effort to  develop its  own 
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resources  should  not be regarded  as  a  departure  from  good 
trading behaviour. 
I also want to stress the need for an expanded role for food 
and  transferred  aid  and  agreed  international  stock  building 
programme.  The  needs  and interests  of developing  countries 
must always be in the foreground when we are dealing with 
these problems. \Ve have to realize that many developing coun-
tries do not see any particular interest of theirs being served by 
a general lowering of tariffs, apart from an improvement of the 
preference  system.  It should  be possible  to  reach  results  of 
importance  to  them  in other respects-such  as,  for  instance, 
reduction of our permanent quota restrictions. The UNCTAD 
Secretariat has  an  impor1tarrt  Tole  to play in this  conte:xit.  It 
should give the developing countries the necessary assistance in 
order that their special needs can be taken into account during 
negotiations. 
I  agree that the  developing countries  should be granted 
wider tariff preferences on a non-reciprocal basis as is stated in 
the  conclusion  of Document 3559.  Special  efforts  should be 
made to help along the least developed countries.  We should 
also recognize the need for simultaneous improvement in trade 
and monetary ,matters. We have to face the fact that an inter-
national economic system or the lack of such a  system favours 
the  richer  world  and  hampers  the  efforts  of  the  developing 
countries to reach economic independence. We have to discuss 
this problem with the developing countries  in order to  reach 
solutions  which can change the system and give better possi-
bilities  for  the developing countries.  In this  huge and never-
theless small world, we are all dependent on each other.  Our 
utmost aim should be to approach the problems in a way that 
favours  global solutions.  But in so  doing,  people in different 
parts of the world must communicate and first and foremost we 
who live in the most developed countries should listen to the 
voice of the developing countries themselves. 
Let us  all  hope  that our will  to  attack the  core  of the 
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now present and that we as  parliamentarians in our national 
assemblies also will underline the fact that we cannot solve the 
problems in isolation, neither within our national assemblies nor 
within regional borders, but only in a global context. 
In my opinion the documents before us should have dealt 
to a much wider degree with the problems of developing coun-
tries from the point of view of developing countries. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.-{N) I oa!ll Mr DeHorge. 
Dr  Delforge.  - (F)  Mr  President,  when  we  read  the 
excellent reports which have been presented to us,  we realize 
that they were written some  time ago.  Quite obviously,  they 
could not give  priority consideration to  the various  problems 
which have arisen recently. 
It is undeniable, however, that the whole of our economic 
development is  now directly dependent on our energy policy. 
For some considerable time to come, our general policy will also 
be influenced by the state of our fuel supplies. The last meeting 
of the Nine's Ministers for Foreign Affairs proved that we are 
no longer confronted merely by an economic problem. Already, 
the whole of our social policy will be conditioned by energy, 
and I would point out to our Labour colleague, who spoke a few 
moments ago, that the problem of oil prices is by no means the 
main one. It  was perhaps yesterday, but today the main issue is 
how to keep ourselves supplied with energy. 
It has to be admitted that Europe has made no contribu-
tion in this sphere. Finding new sources of energy has not been 
one of our major considerations. We can now see what a mistake 
it was to put Euratom in cold storage, and I mention this only 
a:s  an example. Again by way of example, it is 1to  be regretted 
that neither  the  Council  of Europe  nor  the  Community has 
played any direct part in the prospecting for oil in the North 
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Without underestimating  the importance  of milk  policy, 
it may be pointed out that no European mnrathon has so far 
been held on oil and the question of our energy supplies. The 
public must find it difficult to understand, as  our British col-
league observed a  moment ago,  why this meeting is  not con-
cerning itself with our energy supplies.  In this  vital field  we 
must  emphasize  the  need  for  European  solidarity.  That has 
seldom  been  said,  and  what  is  more  there  has  been  little 
evidence of such solidarity recently.  Without dealing with the 
substance of the matter here, as  that would take us too far, we 
ought, I  think, to reaffirm this principle of solidarity.  I  accor-
dingly  propose  to  our  2  rapporteurs  that  they  consider  an 
amendment to  the  joint communique in the  spirit which Mr 
Deqruae described just now.  I should 11ike  the word 'energy' to 
be inserted between 'economic' and 'political' in paragraph 4, 
where reference is made !to  'furthering European eo-operation 
and unification in the economic fields'. 
In the  discussions  with  the  United  States  and with  the 
developing countries, Europe should, in my view, demonstrate 
its solidarity, as  well as  its desire and determination to change 
the present situation. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.- (N) I call Mr Aano. 
Mr  Aano.  - First, I  want to  express my appreciation of 
the  opportunity  which  representatives  of  Western  European 
nations  outside  the  enlarged  Community  are  given  to  meet 
members of the Nine through joint meetings such as  this. It is 
in  itself  important that  parliamentarians  from  the  European 
democracies outside and inside the EEC should meet, and it is 
necessary  that  we  come  together  to  exchange  views  and 
thoughts  on  our  common  European  future.  Especially  it  is 
valuable, and indeed a necessity, for those of the Scandinavians 
who remain outside the Communities of the Nine to be included 
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Most regularly, of course, this will continue to take place 
in the ordinary sessions within the Council of Europe, but joint 
meetings,  of the  latter with  the  more  fixed  grouping  of  the 
European Parliament will in future prove to have an increasing 
value. It is  for this reason that I  sincerely hope that those con-
cerned  with  the  planning,  dating  and  organization  of  such 
meetings in future will do all in their power to place them in 
connection with the ordinary sessions. I am sure that you are all 
aware that for some of us, travelling from Oslo or Stockholm, 
it takes close to three full days in order to be present here at 
this one afternoon meeting. Let us always keep in mind that the 
Nine have no monopoly of being Europe, for Europe is  much 
larger than that, and what we sometimes call Free Europe con-
sists of at least 17 nations. 
If  I may talk for Norway, it may be true that very many of 
my countrymen still feel that we live in a far away and peaceful 
border area of Europe, and I  guess and fear that most conti-
nental Europeans, as well as  Americans, think in the same way 
about us. Admittedly, in some way it may still hold some truth. 
However,  the picture is  rapidly changing-and if not before, 
the North Sea oil has awakened us to see how Norway is being 
thrust into  the  centre of international political interest.  I  am 
convinced that for Norway this means that the good old days 
of peaceful seclusion are gone for  ever and that the strategic 
and military,  as  well  as  the  economic importance of Norway 
in our European and indeed Atlantic context has increased im-
mensely. 
This  new situation is  adequately  exposed  in  a  new and 
most interesting book which  I  recommend,  by Peter Dreyer, 
'Scandinavia Faces Europe', published by Saxon House on be-
half of the Atlantic Institute for International Affairs in Paris. 
Denmark has joined the Communities. Norway decided by 
a  majority in the referendum to remain outside. However, we 
are agreed to  cooperate with the  Nine  as  closely  as  possible 
under the new trade agreement with the Nine. We are, indeed, 
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least so  far,  and, being a  country largely dependent on trade, 
both for our import and export industry, we are eager to see the 
opening of 1the  third phase of the GATT negortiations  ..  Even as 
a non-'metmber of the BEC, Norway is, in the words of the draft 
joint communique, eager to confirm her 'intention of furthering 
European cooperation and  unification  in  the  economic  and 
political fields in order to affirm the identity of Western Europe 
vis-a-vis its main world partners'. 
We  also  share  the  satisfaction  of  the  relative  success  of 
these negotiations in the past as far as the developed industrial 
countries  are  concerned;  However,  we  are  likewise  equally 
disturbed by the fact that so  little benefit has been gained by 
the  developing  countries,  as  also  admitted  in  the  Working 
Document drafted by Mr de la Malime  and repeatedly men-
tioned in this debate. I  wonder whether Mr de la MalEme  has 
not hinted at the most important and, therefore, very disturbing 
cause of these deficiencies when he says : 'The basic principles 
of  GATT  -non-discrimination  and  reciprocity-and  the  em-
phasis placed on genuine tariff negotiations made it practically 
impossible to do anything to improve the position of the poorest 
developing countries'. 
Whatever faith we may have in the benefits of free trade, 
the very weakness of a free market economy is  that to make it 
work people must have something to buy for.  Where there is 
absolute poverty, free trade does not help at all. It may be an 
obstacle to development to get started, for poor nations to get 
off the ground of backwardness  and poverty.  Therefore, it is 
important to have not only a third round of negotiations but a 
new approach to the whole issue. 
Then we have to take an example from  our different na-
tional developments. It is not free trade alone, disregarding the 
distribution of the new wealth among our citizens, which has 
wiped out mass  poverty in our modern welfare societies, but 
private initiative under the control and guidance of a state with 
a definite policy of redistribution of wealth, through trade laws, 
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I  am convinced that we here have a  key to  the solution 
of world poverty as well. What we need is  a willingness to see 
square in 'the eye the horror of mass disease, the hopelessness 
of mass poverty, for billions of our fellow men on this our space-
ship Earth. I am deeply convinced that this must be our attitude 
and policy, whether we call ourselves socialists not. 
The President of the vVorld  Bank,  Mr McNamara, in his 
address in Nairobi on 24 September of this year, drew a gloomy 
picture of the discrepancy of the rapid development of the Tich 
world and the near stagnation of the poor nations.  Mr :McNa-
mara observed that 'the industrial base of the wealthier nations 
is so great, their technological capacity so  advanced, and their 
consequent advantages so  immense that it is  unrealistic to ex-
pect that the gap (in living standards) will narrow by the end 
of the century. Every indication is that it will continue to grow. 
Nothing we can do is  likely to prevent this.  But what we can 
do is begin to move now to ensure that, ~absoLute poverty, utter 
degradation, is ended'. 
So far Mr MeN  amara. I  do not think that all politicians-
certainly this applies to the public-of our wealthy vVest realize 
the seriousness  of the  situation,  but we  do,  and we  can and 
must do  something  about  it.  We  can  do  much  through  the 
measures  mentioned  here-through  trade,  for  instance.  The 
wealthier nations are even delaying the dismantling of discrim-
inatory trade barriers, and we should be willing to do the op-
posite. 
Second,  we can fulfil  our promises in and to  the UN to 
reach their target of 0.7°/o  of GNP by 1975-which cannot be 
reached by that time-as soon  as  possible.  Norway,  inciden-
tally, has raised the target to 1  °/o. 
Third, we can urge our governments to give more without 
strings, as  gifts, not as  loans against heavy interest. Fourth, we 
a~lso have a  duty to enter i:nlto  a dialogue with recipient coun-
tries, urging them to launch programmes for a new internal re-
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equally shared within their population. I should like to support 
the views in the amendment of Mrs Aasen and Mr Holtz to the 
draft communique in this respect. 
Finally, we must be willing to define our own democratic 
policy anew. 'The fundamental case for development assistance 
is  the moral one', said Mr McNamara. Yes, indeed. The funda-
mental case for political work as a whole is a moral one. Unless 
we learn to  live  and work together, taking into consideration 
a:l~l  that we know today about misuse of resources, destruction 
of nature, and exploitation of our fellow man, unless  a  demo-
cratic policy today is  a  constant policy on and for  change for 
the betterment of our fellow ·man,  wherever he lives  on this 
globe, the future of the earth and our future on the earth will 
be very gloomy indeed. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman. - (N)  I  eall Mr La Combe. 
~·fr La Combe. - (F)  Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentle-
men, what I have to say ha:s  a1lready been said by m'any speakerrs 
who took the floor before me. So I sha!ll be very brief. In their 
reports, Mr de 1 la Ma~ene and Mr Dequae pairn:ted  a  faiT1 ly op-
timi·stic picture of 111e1ations  among the rich counJtr:ies.  They are, 
on 'the other hand, much more pessimistic about relations bet-
ween the rich countries and the poorer ones. 
I would venture to remind the two Assemblies present here 
that more than one-third of mankind does not get enough to eat, 
and I  believe that the more of us  say this, the better. That is 
in fact, the only reason why I wanted to speak. 
I  believe that the  rich  countries,  with their tendency  to 
waste their abundance are deeply to blame.  Accordingly,  we 
as  elected  representatives-that  is  to  say,  representatives  of 
each of our nations but elected by the people-should regard it 
as our duty tirelessly to remind those who have the formidable 
task of governing a:s  well as the technidans concerned with sta-
tistics  that a  part of mank:imd  does not have sufficient to  eat. 62  CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY - EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
Furthermore, it is  our duty to  make the following  point 
clear: 
As  a  result of prodigious technological developments and 
the great changes that are occurring in agriculture throughout 
the world, people are now better informed. Although they are 
not necessarily being nurtured with culture, 1they are being kept 
informed by television and by the press, and they are also better 
educated. If, therefore, they are allowed to remain destitute and 
go hungry, they will sooner or later rebel. 
And so, I consider it is  the duty of both the European Par-
liament and the  Council of Europe to  declare  solemnly  that 
an end must be put to this state. of affairs, since I  believe that 
this is really the price to be paid for peace. 
We rich  countries may well have problems of our own; 
we may well be having difficulties with the countries in Eastern 
Europe ; but I believe that the most disturbing question for the 
future of the world is  that of relations between the North and 
the South-in other words, between those who eat their fill and, 
unfortunately, are often wasteful and those who have nothing 
to eat. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman. - (  N) I cal1 Mr Hofer. 
Mr  Hofer. -{G) Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
as a citizen of a State that does not belong to the narrower Eu-
ropean Community, but is associated with it by a special agree-
ment, I am delighted to see that the coordination and coopera-
tion  between our states  in respect  of the negotiations  which 
are to take place in GATT and in the International Monetary 
Fund are being discussed and furthered here. I am particularly 
pleased that the draft joint Communique states,  and I  quote 
from 'the  text, that we 1are  meeting here ' ... to discuss the poli-
tical orientation and functioning of the 2 EUiropean bodies con-
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I  would particularly emphasize  the phrase  'Europe as  a 
whole' and I  welcome-and I  again quote from the text-the 
intention  expressed  '...  of  furthering  European  cooperation 
and unification in the economic and political fields in order to 
affirm the identity of Western Europe vis-a-vis its main world 
partners'. 
It is  however undeniable,  and here  I  would  ask  you  to 
bear with me, Ladies and Gentlemen if I  dwell on this subject 
which diverges in appearance only from the main subject, that 
in  view  of  !the  present  situation  there  is  another  burning 
question on which Europe, as  assembled here, is  called upon 
or, to put it more cautiously, would have been called upon, to 
take a stand. I am speaking of the Middle East problem and oil 
policy.  In  this  decisive  question  which  very  sharply  affects 
political and econ01mic conditions in aH our states, there wa:s no 
question of cooperation within the framework of the 17 states 
represented here. On the contrary, in the statement on Middle 
East policy  which has  since  become  famous,  the  nine  states 
of  the  Community  claim  that  they  speak  for  Europe.  The 
German Federal Chancellor, Mr Willy Brandt, yesterday con-
firmed  this  claim  of  the  Nine  quite  categorically  in  his  re-
markable speech to this Assembly. Purely linguistically it would 
be possible to prove from the text of his speech that the voice 
of the  Nine is  identical with that of Europe.  Is it necessary, 
Ladies  and  Gentlemen,  to  remind you in this  Assembly  and 
on this occasion that Europe does not consist only of the Nine ? 
Let me say quite openly, we are astonished, not to say disturbed 
that in yesterday's speech on the relations of the Community 
with  all  parts  of the world,  the  German Federal Chancellor 
menJtioned  te
1lations  wi!th  America,  Africa,  the  third  world, 
Japan and Eastern Europe, but said not a  single word about 
relations  between the  Nine  and the  Eight,  who  are here  as-
sembled at this very time. 
'Europe as a whole' does not exist in this speech. 
I wonder what this means? Where is the cooperation bet-
ween the whole of Western Europe, for the purpose of which 
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forgive me if I  speak frankly  •. here-in subscribing to coopera-
tion and community of interest between all the European states 
if, in the hour of  a  crisis  such  as  exists  today in view  of  the 
Middle East situation,  in view of the blackmailing oil  policy 
of  certain  countries,  we 'find  no trace  of  cooperation Wlilthin 
this  comprehensive  European  institution ?  In long-term  fore-
casts worked out in recent years regarding the future aims  of 
the  Council  of  Europe,  to  which  the  former  President,  my 
colleague and friend Olivier Reverdin contributed considerably, 
we noted, or rather we started from the fundamental fact that 
the Council of Europe is  the only institution which unities all 
the  democratic  states  of  free  Europe,  with  the  exception  of 
Finland ; and we know the  ~easons for  thait.  It was from this 
fundamental  fact,  namely  that the  Council  of Europe  is  the 
only  all-European  forum,  that  we  traced  the  justification, 
indeed the need for its existence. We are the more astonished 
therefore that here, on the eve of the Assembly in this house, 
the head of state ot a large EEC country should have delivered 
a  speech announcing a  programme in the name of Europe in 
which  neither  the  CouncH  of Europe  nor  cooperation  with 
the Council of Europe was mentioned by so  much as a  word. 
My question is,  Ladies and Gentlemen-and we should all ask 
ourselves this-is there really such a  gap between theory and 
practice in our European policy? 
I need not emphasize here that the Middle East policy and 
oil  policy affect not merely the Community countries but all 
those who are assembled or represented here.  I  would not be 
misunderstood,  La!dies  and  Gentlemen.  We  do  not  uniter-
es:timate  the  dHEicu'lt:iJes  which the Nine have to overcome in 
ovder to 'arrive at a  oommon procedure or a  joint declaration, 
bUit:  we do  wonder  whether this  necessarHy excludes  contact 
with other members o:f  !f!he  .£am:ily  of the democratic states o'f 
Europe, at least on such a question which may, under certain 
ciroum~s~tances, be vital. Moreover, if there is no cooperation or 
even  consu
1ltation  within  the  framework  of  the  Council  of 
Europe in the kind df ci1isis  situation we are facing today, .we 
cannot but ask  ourselves  when 'Such  consultation is 
1likely to 
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If it is  claimed that the declaration of the Nine is  the ex-
pression of the voice of Europe, then it is impossible not to for-
mulate both as to its from and as to its substance. 
The reservations as to form-which I have already outlined 
-are clear. The Nine do not constitute the whole of Europe, 
even if we are modest enough to recognize that they represent 
the powerful part of free Europe. But we must ask ourselves-
at least I  ask myself and I  would again ask you to forgive me 
for being so  blunt-whether much is  left of the spirit of The 
Hague, of the summit conference of The Hague which opened 
the path for the developments of recent years and months-a 
spirit which was to have pervaded the whole of Europe. 
About the reservations as  to the substance of the declara-
tion, I feel bound to say that I have my doubts, and I know that 
I  am not the only one in this Assembly who has doubts, since 
they were also  voiced yesterday during the debate of the Eu-
ropean Parliament, whether any policy directed towards capi-
tulation, blackmail or aggression in regard to the situation with 
which we were confronted. It was a type of economic aggres-
sion.  We simply did not dare to call it by its proper name. It 
seems  to  me that if the European states had stood together, 
this would have given them an opportunity of showing that they 
are not willing to give in to aggression of this kind. 
In recent years we have often spoken about air terrorism, 
about international air terrorism and the need to face up to it. 
And now that oil terrorism is  added to air terrorism from the 
same corner of the earth, the. entire Community of the Nine is 
down on its kness. This is not the place to speak in detail about 
the reservations  regarding the consent of the declaration, but 
I am anxious to put them on record. Even Mr Brandt indicated 
yesterday that doubts might legitimately arise as to whether this 
declaration of the Nine heralded a sound policy. 
Let me  close  by saying  that if cooperation between the 
democratic states of Europe whose representatives are assem-
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munique, then the isolated proceeding of the way in which the 
Nine have acted in the  Middle East question cannot be said 
to have done it much service. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman. - (  N) I caJU Sir John Peel. 
Sir  John  Peel. - Mr President, I  am quite sure that my 
colleague and countryman, Lord Walston, will  not expect me 
to be particularly interested in his desire to build international 
socialism. But what I  am very interested in,  and what I  hope 
most of the people here are interested in,  is  building interna-
tional unity within Western Europe as a start. 
I  do not think the British Socialist Party is  doing quite as 
much as it might to promote that particular object. 
I  wish to  mention one other thing regarding what Lord 
Walston  S
1aid.  It ~reminded me with some irritation ·of  what I 
tried to do some  years  ago in a  small territory in the Pacific 
where we were trying desperately to make both ends meet on 
some rather poverty-stricken islands. At that time there was a 
Socialist Government in  Britain.  We  had  to  sell  our  second 
most prolific export,  which was copra,  to  the British Govern-
ment at a fixed price. Unfortunately, for most of the time I was 
there, we  could  have  got  a  ,much  better  price  on  the  open 
world market. I  simply remind Lord Walston that there is  the 
law of world supply and demand which is  something that we 
cannot always overlook or neglect. 
However,  I  wish for  a  few moments  to  speak about the 
joint communique, with which I very much agree, that was put 
up  by our  two  rapporteurs,  and  in  particular,  paragraph  4, 
which says that the Parliamentarians of the Consultative Assem-
bly and the European Parliament meeting in Strasbourg con-
firm  their intention  of  furthering  European  cooperation  and 
unification  in the  economic and political fields  to  affirm  the 
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Most  of  the  speakers  tonight  have  concentrated  on  the 
economic side. I want for a moment to concentrate on the poli-
tical side because in my opinion that is  just as important as, if 
not rather more important than, the economic side. If  we are to 
attain what the Summit Conference last October said,  which 
was not only economic and monetary union but European union 
as well, then clearly we must have political union marching at 
least more or less in step if  we are to achieve effective economic 
and monetary union. 
This was very much confirmed by Chancellor Brandt in a 
very  strong  speech  he  made  to  the  European  Parliament 
yesterday  when  he  said  he  hoped  that  this  whole  process 
would  be  quickened  rather  than  S
1lowed  down,  and  that 
more power should be given to the European Parliament.  Of 
course,  the  European  Parliament must  become  a  democratic 
parliamentary institution  and in due  course  must be  directly 
elected.  I  know  some people  talk  about 1t  still as  simp;ly  an 
assembly and say that the Treaty of Rome says it is an assembly. 
But the Treaty of Rome provides for direct elections to a  par-
liament in due course  and  this  is  something  we  must  turn  it 
into, in my view sooner  rather  than  later.  We  must  not  shy 
away from facing this issue. 
We are not just a  free trade area or a customs union. The 
trouble is  that quite  a  lot of Europeans  think that European 
economic community is the answer to all our problems and that 
all we need to do is  grow prosperous economically and we can 
depend upon the United of States of America when it comes to 
the crunch to defend us.  This I  think is  a  craven attitude and, 
what is more, I do not think it will work. 
Europe must be prepared to defend herself as  well as  to 
grow prosperous economically. 
It is  not surprising that the Americans wonder what we 
in  Europe  are  about  at  the  present  time.  They  are  asking 
themselves,  'Are the  Europeans  uniting in harmony with the 
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tremendous amount of misunderstanding and lack of knowledge 
of each other at present. 
On the European side, if we are to play our proper part as 
an adequate and  comparable  pillar  of  the  free  world  on  the 
European continent, matching that of North America, we must 
be more than just an economic unit. We must be political and, 
of course, we must defend ourselves.  The Americans for  their 
part must understand that political unity in Europe cannot be 
forged in a day and that as our unity increases, we shall develop 
a character of our own which will be different from the separate 
and individual personalities of our individual countries.  There 
will inevitably be economic competition, but of course it must 
not  be  mutually  destructive.  Our  partnership  with  North 
America in future  depends upon much better communication 
than we have at present. It seems  to  me  that  at all  levels  we 
ought to  create doser contacts and exchanges of views. In the 
European Parliament we have contacts with the American Con-
gress.  From time to time the Council of Europe has American 
Congressmen over here to talk in this very Chamber. The North 
Atlantic Assembly  is  one parliamentary body where  we have 
quite useful contacts with our North American partners. 
These must be developed, deepened and broadened and it 
seems to me that this moment, when Western Europe and North 
America are  in  such  disarray  over  the  Middle  East  and  the 
whole question of oil and energy, is the time when we should be 
looking  at our political unity and concentrating more on that 
perhaps than on solely our economic unity. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.- (N) I call Mr Blumenfeld. 
Mr  Blumenfeld.  - (G)  M'r  Chairman,  as  chance  would 
have it 2 members of the European Parliament have spoken one 
after  another  who  for  many  years  have  been  and  still  are 
presiding in other European bodies : Sir John as  the President 
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short time longer, as the Chairman of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe. 
It is in this capacity that I wish to speak. Naturally, I  shall not 
forget, Mr Berkhouwer, that I am also under your rule. 
I  mention  this  merely  because  I  wish  to  follow ·up  the 
previous  speaker's idea that we must not forget the politieal 
dimension of our discussion, but must keep it in the foreground. 
I  do this particularly in view of the material before us in the 
form  of two  documents,  the working document by Mr de la 
MalEme  and  the  report  by  my  old  friend  and  colleague, 
Mr Dequae,  which have been very expertly prepared.  These 
will be a mine of information for all who will be dealing with 
the GATT negotiations in the coming months and years. 
The main issue  is  liberalization.  Remembering when the 
reports were finalized, it.  is certain that while the last six weeks 
have not made what Mr de la MaUme has written meaningless, 
it  does  appear  rather  feeble  in  the  present  context.  In  the 
present political  situation  is  does  not  entirely  correspond to 
what is perhaps expected of this joint meeting. For this reason 
I would like  to  turn  to  the  draft of  the  joint  Communique, 
starting from the fact,  as  you, Mr Chairman, stated earlier on, 
the proposals,  changes and amendments suggested during the 
discussion, and in particular the proposal by Mr Holtz, should 
not be put to the vote, but should serve as material for the two 
Rapporteurs and provide them with useful suggestions for the 
joint Communique which rthey  tare  ro issue at 'the end of our 
discussion. 
Having said this. I would like to revert to what Mr Hofer 
said, not merely because he said it here, but because feelings of 
discontent,  which must not be allowed  to  develop,  began to 
make tbems~lves felt yesterday in the meeting of the Political 
Affairs Committee of the Council of Europe chaired by me, and 
also in lobby conversations. 
A  few weeks ago Europeans from the Community of the 
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consulted in a crisis situation. vVell, were the European Govern-
ments of the Eight consulted before the Brussels declaration of 
the Nine foreign ministers was  decided? Were they even in-
formed later in appropriate form, or told what it was all about ? 
All of us here are affected. Sweden, Austria and Switzerland are 
equally hit by :the  oil  boycott or  by measures  taken in con-
nection with attempts by a  number of Arab  Governments  to 
exert pressure on us. Surely it is not possible to speak only about 
the Europe of the Nine, meaning everybody, without consulting 
everybody beforehand  .. 
I find it inadmissible that in addition to the many discords 
in the Western Alliance and within the 'Community of Solid-
arity' about which all foreign ministers and heads of state speak 
so  convincingly at their conferences,  there should be discord 
among Europeans. I too feel that it was, I shall not say a grave 
mistake,  but  nevertheless  symptomatic,  that  in  his  very  im-
pressive  speech  yesterday  the  Federal  Chancellor  mentioned  -
every  possible  partner  of  the  Community-Comecon,  the 
African countries, the Middle East, Australia, Japan, the USA 
and Canada of course-but,  as  Mr  Hofer has  just reminded 
us, said not a single word about the Europeans. 
In the long run it is we who are most intimately concerned 
with the questions we are discussing here in connection with 
the documents by our two Rapporteurs ; for all of us are con-
cerned wi1th  the liberalization of world trade as a whole. The 
anxieties which we all share in respect of the third world, of the 
developing countries, iconcern us joinfly. We can and must not 
exclude anybody. For this reason I  am very grateful that this 
has been stated openly at our Joint :Meeting. 
Just two  more  ccmments  now on the dmft before us.  I 
believe that in connection with the developing countries-if I 
may anticipate with this  small point-the Rapporteurs should 
reflect  whether,  with  their  concise  and  ambiguous  wording, 
they  are  representing  special  drawing  rights  as  a  source  of 
finance  for  the  developing  countries.  The  complexity,  the 
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one in Nairobi, and all the other not very promising conferences 
on  these  questions  of  world  monetary  reform  prompt  me, 
without  goint  into  detail  here,  to  appeal  to  my very  expert 
friend, Mr Dequae, to reconsider this question. Otherwise there 
might be misunderstandings. And in this question we must not 
arouse  any false  hopes  in the developing countries,  but must 
express ourselves carefully about the long-term development of 
measures concerning monetary policy and make it clear to the 
developing countries that there are also other possibilities. 
When so  many eloquent words are spoken here about the 
poor and the rich countries, I feel we must ask ourselves who is 
upsetting liberalization if not the rich  oil-producing countries 
of the Middle East. Once Norway, in addition to its  fisheries 
and its other natural resources,  also  has its own oil,  it will be 
interesting to hear what Mr Aano has to say, in this next speech 
here. I think he will then be in a difficult position. 
Here we are concerned with which countries will actually 
be the rich countries of the future, and thus called on to help 
the developing countries. A glance at many of the countries of 
the Persian Gulf-I am not speaking of Iran-should be enough 
to  make  it  clear  what  I  mean. If we  speak  of  solidarity  in 
development  aid,  which  I  support  in  addition  to  solidarity 
between developing and industrial countries and indeed con-
sider  necessary,  we  must  also  draw  the  attention  of  the 
deve1loping countries of the third wodd to 1the  fact that when 
our  highly  developed  economic  and  industrial  potential  is 
damaged by an oil boycott or by unreasonable price increases 
in oil deliveries from the Middle East, or if  efficiency is reduced 
by this means, there will perforce be less development aid. This 
will affect not only financial development aid, but also supplies 
of  goods  and  services, and  it  will  no  longer  be  possible  to 
deliver oil-and gas-pipes to the Soviet Union. 
While it is  not necessary for all this to appear in detail in 
the  Communique,  we  cannot ignore  the  connection,  as  men-
tioned before by Mr Bangemann and as expressed repeatedly in 
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which are important to us at any rate in the coming years if we 
are to help  the  third  world.  The  clearer  this  is  made  to  the 
countries concerned and to the whole world, the more we 1may 
hope that what  is  contained  in  this  document  and  what has 
repeatedly  been  said  in  the  Assembly  will  one  day  become 
reality,  and that there will also  be peace in the Middle East. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.-(N) I call Mr Schulz. 
Mr Schulz. - (G)  Mr Chairman,  L~adies and Gentlemen, 
this is  the  first  time  for  nearly  a  year  that  I  have  had  the 
opportunity of a discussion with my former colleagues from the 
Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, with whom I 
worked  for  over  7  years.  However  greatly  I  value  this 
opportunity, iii is nevertheless not the reason for my asking for 
the floor.  Rather is  it that I wish to make a few political com-
ments on the very important reports of Mr Dequae and Mr de Ia 
MalEme,  and above all to draw the attention of all here to the 
fact  that we  are  experiencing  a  very memorable  moment in 
European development. It is  possible that the pressure of hard, 
indeed  increasingly  hard  fact,  will  be  a  means  of  bringing 
about the  political  union  of  the  European  Community  more 
rapidly than we wo11ld have believed possible only a short while 
ago. 
.•  r., 
I  entirely  agree  with what  the  Foreign  Minister  of  the 
Feder.al Republic of Germany said recently at a congress of his 
party in Wiesbaden, namely that external pressure should not 
be the main reason for the political unification of Europe; · 
For me too the political unification of Europe is  necessary 
first  and foremost to ensure that the resulting united Europe 
can  most  effectively  apply  its  great,  its  best  traditipns  of 
freedom,  humanity,  tolerance  and  diversification  to  all  deci-
sions affecting the future of the world. Nevertheless, hard facts 
have proved .  an effective  motive  force  before· now, ·and may 
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1973 <The  Year of Europe'. But now he has been undergoing 
for some time the cross-fire of criticism in his own country, and 
so  far Europe has seen very little of its year ; in reality it was 
only an objective and such it has remained. 
Let me remind you that in April,  the then adviser to the 
American  President,  Mr  Kissinger,  developed  his  ideas  on  a 
reorganization of the Atlantic Alliance,  and the reaction from 
the  ..  European partners was  only partly  one  of approval,  and 
partly one of bewilderment, even resentment. 
.  .. 
In the meantime the President's ··adviser has become the 
Secretary of State,  and he cannot be accused of showing ex-
cessive  friendliness  towards  Europe,  particularly  in  his  early 
days of office ! But while many of my colleagues in the Euro-
pean Parliament have recently seen Mr Kissinger behaving, to 
borrow  an  old  Latin  tag,  fortissime  in  modo,  it  cannot  be 
denied that as  the spokesman of the United States he is in fact 
acting,  according to  any objective  criteria,  fortiter  in re.  The 
reproach he made to the European partners in April that the 
United States of America pursued global interests, but the Euro-
pean states regional  ones,  went particularly deep and roused 
many  susceptibilities.  It seems  to  me,  however,  that an  eco-
nomic power, however great, will ha~dly be a:ble  to escape the 
reproach of following purely regional interests as  long as  it is 
not even, as  is  often maintained, a political dwarf, but a politi-
cal nothing. Nor do I think that the last expression of unanimity 
by the Nine made on 6 November in Brussels W!as very likely to 
do away with this painful impression. 
Yesterday we heard from the Federal German Chancellor 
that every effort is to be made to remedy Europe's situation as 
a  political non-entity.  Mention was  made ofa standing con-
ference of chairmen" as  a  kind of adumbration of a  European 
government and mention was also made of parliamentary con-
trol, though that merely in passing. Very lilttle  was s1aid  yester-
day about this important point. 
It might be  said  that  the  Consultative  Assembly  is  not 
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munity, that the Assembly could ask the European Community 
to solve its  own problems. But from my own experience as  a 
long-standing 1member  of the Consultative Assembly.  I  know 
how passionately interested this body is  in the political prob-
lems of the Community and how it demonstrated, for instance, 
for many years its close solidarity with the aims of Community 
enlargement which at the time appeared to be facing quite ex-
traordinary obstacles. 
Mr Chairman, it is  my belief that the Consultative Assem-
bly of the  Council of Europe must continue to  devote  great 
attention to  the line  taken by the European Community and 
that  the  Council  of  Europe  with  all  its  subsidiary  bodies, 
particularly  its  Consultative  Assembly,  should  measure  this 
development against its  own statute, and by its  own inherent 
ideology. 
In this connection I would mention the lack of democracy 
about which so much has justly been said and which cannot be 
eliminated by a series of summit conferences. Those who really 
desire the political union of "\Vestern Europe must get out of the 
habit of wanting to have their cake and eat it. In other words, 
we want a strong Europe, capable of aotion, capable of defence, 
a Europe which speaks with one voice, but on no account do we 
wish  to  relinquish  national  sovereignty.  It will  therefore  be 
necessary for political union to develop along the lines, not of 
an uncontrolled executive but of a legislative body with powers 
of  action  and  control.  One  more  word  about  the  moral 
bankruptcy so  tellingly described by Mr Hofer. As  a Eurcpean 
of  German  nationality  and  as  a  European  Parliamentarian  I 
have, over many years, experienced numerous disappointments 
and set-backs which have provoked my discontent, my irritation 
and my anger. As  a European of German nationality, however, 
I freely admit that I have never felt so ashamed for the free part 
of our continent as  on 6 November 1973 on the occasion of the 
decisions taken by the Council of Ministers. 
If, on the basis of a  unique situation in the Middle East, 
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victors,  as  though they could impose  their will on the highly 
industrialized nations  and cause them to  dance to  their tune 
merely by turning off the oil tap, then on 6 November the im-
pression was wrongly created tha1t  the 'Countries that are really 
strong,  although in a  very vulnerable and awkward situation, 
were, as  a result of the oil boycott blackmail, in fact the weak 
ones. 
I can only agree with all the speakers who have said that it 
would be very good  for  the  future  of Europe  and  also  for  a 
peaceful so1U!tion  for the Middle East if this impression, wihich 
arose in Brussels, was corrected as soon as possible. Here too I 
turn to the States  of  the  Council  of  Europe  over  and  above 
those  of the European Community,  because  they too  are  af-
fected  by  this  and  because  neither  genuine  nor  pretended 
neutrality can present blackmail in this case. 
We are all required to make an unprecedented effort and 
to speed up the development which will guarantee us  a maxi-
mum of political independence, thus again rendering us capable 
of political action vis-a-vis the outside world. 
Our scientists,  our technologists,  are capable of this,  and 
our monetary means will also  suffice if the politicians put the 
scientists  and the  technologists  in a  position  to  shorten their 
deadlines. 
J be'lieve that !there wiH only be any sense in ta:lking about 
economic and monetary union when we know that we are able 
to pursue our own economic  activity with an assured energy 
basis.  And  only so  will  the  decisive  economic  platform  be 
established for  the political union of Europe which needs to 
become reality as  soon as possible and of which we can all be 
proud : political union which can make a  decisive contribution 
to our common aim, which has hitherto largely remained in the 
realm of wishful thinking and will so  remain until free Europe 
is  politically organized, namely the aim of detente and peace 
throughout the world. 
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The Chairman. - (  N) I caH Mr de l:a MaUme. 
Mr  de  Ia  Malime,  Rapporteur.  - (F)  Mr Chairman,  I 
shou~d like first of all to repeat for the benefit of this meeting, 
in order to avoid any misunderstandings, that although we have 
presented our reports in a personal capacity, they do not express 
our own views but endeavour to reflect the general views  of 
the Assemblies on whose behalf they were written. \Vhile not 
bearing the imprimatur of the two Assemblies, they endeavour 
to  convey  the  Assemblies'  feelings  and  although  they  are 
presented  on  the  authors'  own  responsibility,  they  do  not 
necessarily reflect the authors' own feelings. I am saying this for 
the benefit of those who have expressed surprise at the lack of 
incisiveness in the reports,  especially in mine.  In my reply,  I 
shall confine  myself  to  a  few  general  remarks,  leaving  it to 
Mr Dequae to answer in greater detail and take up a position, as 
he said just now,  on the proposals to amend the Joint Com-
munique. 
I thank all those who have spoken for the kind things they 
have said about us, particularly Mr Gundelach, a Member of the 
Commission of the European Communities. 
I  should like to tell both him and Lord Mansfield that we 
share their view on the need for firmness as regards the opening 
of the  negotiations.  The  negotiations  cannot  and  should  not 
really begin until the parties concerned have received authority 
to negotiate. It is  regrettable-but we are not to blame-that 
this requirement is  liable  to  delay  the  real  beginning  of the 
negotiations,  but this  delay· is .surely. preferable to  the  nego-
tiations  being  ~started  witfuou't  ·a!H  the  parties  having  proper 
authority to negotiate. 
This  afternoon's  discussions  centred  on  three  subjects 
which were admittedly not altogether irrelevant to the purpose 
of  our  debate  but  often  diverged  from  it  considerably.  Es-
sentially,  these were: the  means  of  giving more help to  the 
developing  countries;  oil  and  the  Middle-East  crisis ;  and, 
lastly, the need to unify the Europe of the Nine and the Europe 
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I  should  like  to  remind  the  various  speakers  that  the 
subject  proposed  for  our  debate,  from  which  we,  the  rap-
porteurs, could not of course deviate was : <Problems associated 
with  tariff  negotiations  and  discussions  on  world  trade  in 
GATT'. Admittedly, all matters are inter-related but that was 
the subject we  were  supposed  to  deal  with ;  and if we had 
spoken about something else, we should have incurred criticism. 
Or course,  aid to the developing countries is  one of the 
subjects of the negotiations, but it is  not the only one.  I  was 
glad that a  number IQif  speakers, after Mr Dequae and myseH, 
dwelt on this essential aspect of the negotiations. However, the 
negotiations  are  equally  concerned  with  customs  protection 
techniques, agricultural products, industrial products and trade 
with the developing countries. 
I  did not detect any disagreement in what was  said but 
only differing shades of opinion.  Reference was also  made to 
deficiencies ; but, as I have already said, I could not include in 
the report anything which was irrelevant to its subject. 
It was also said that the report was somewhat out of date, 
since it did not refer to the Middle-East crisis. But that was not 
the subject of the report I I was supposed to discuss the Tokyo 
negotiations.  There  may  well  be  links  between  these  two 
matters, but I  made a  point of saying in tmy  introduction that 
we feared that the developments in the international situation 
would be used by some as a pretext to belittle the Tokyo nego-
tiations.  True,  the  international  situation  is  something  to  be 
reckoned  with,  but  the  permanence  of  the  objectives  being 
pursued  in  Tokyo  must  be  emphasised.  The  fact  that,  for 
instance,  the  position  has  been  reversed  in  the  agricultural 
sphere-as we have moved from a period of relative abundance 
to  one  of  relative  shortage-does  not  mean  it  is  no  longer 
necessary to go and negotiate in Tokyo. On the contrary: the 
negotiations  must  remain  our  permanent  objective.  Con-
sequently, our reports are not out of date. But other problems, 
such as  that of  energy  supplies,  have  indeed  arisen  and  are 
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of our debate, however. That, then, is  my answer to those who 
found our reports somewhat out of date. 
I have not detected any d:i!s1agreement on the key question, 
namely whether there was agreement between the Seventeen 
and  the  Nine  on the  need for  the  Tokyo  negotiations,  their 
aims and limits and the means to be employed for them. Our 
agreement has, moreover, been embodied in a  joint communi-
que prepared by my fellow rapporteur and myself. 
Our aims are : to preserve the common agricultural policy; 
to  secure  acknowledgement  of  the  need,  which  all  speakers 
have recognized, not only to maintain but also to increase the 
advantages accorded to the developing countries ; and to have 
it acccepted, that the GATT regulations, as interpreted hitherto, 
are inadequate to cope with this problem. 
To the honourable representative of Switzerland, who felt 
there had not been enough consultation between the Seventeen 
and the Nine, I  would reply that the a:iJm  of our joint meeting 
was to find out whether we had the sarrne  approach Ito  ·the ob-
jectives of the Tokyo negotiations. I, for my part, have not noted 
any  disagreement  on  this  point.  I  did  observe  disagreement 
among those who spoke about the oil crisis, but that is  another 
subject. I  also  observed disagreement about the need to  safe-
guard the common agricultural policy ; to intensify the policy 
of  aid  to  the  developing  countries ;  to  preserve  the  customs 
union ;  and to  establish  a  parallelism between monetary and 
trade policies, without making one conditional on the other and 
to deal with them in their respectiv.e contexts. On all these basic 
points, I  found no disagreement .  This  is  naturally gratifying 
to the two rapporteurs at the end of this interesting debate. 
This  unanimity of views  will  greatly facilitate  their task 
of drawing up, on their own responsibility, a joint communique 
whose proposed terms will be outlined to you in a moment by 
my fellow rapporteur. 
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The Chairman. - (  N) Thank you, Mr de la Mal€me. 
I call Mr Dequae, Rapporteur. 
Mr Dequae, Rapporteur.-{F) Mr Chairman, I must first 
of all express my entire agreement with the points made by Mr 
de la Mal?me in this general answer. 
It may indeed seem surprising that the views of the rap-
porteurs of two institutions which meet al~l too 'se'ldotrn  ~coincid~ 
to such a degree. 
I  shall  confine myself to  answering  questions  of a  more 
specific kind,  which are undoubtedly important even if some 
of the questions, have had to ileave  the Chamber no doubt for 
good reasons. 
Lord Walston stressed-rightly, in my view-the thorny 
problem  of fluctuations  in the  prices  of world primary com-
modities,  a  phenomenon  largely  encountered  in  the  under-
developed countries. I believe, as he does, that market organiza-
tion is  needed to stabilize these prices.  I  shall be returning to 
this idea, which has also been put forward by the Socialist side, 
in a moment, when I  come to :deal wrth the end of paraJgraph 
13 of the joint communique. 
Mr Debruyrne has put us to the te'st.  He has discovered a 
divergence between my 'report and Mr de ~a  Ma~l€me',s report. 
In the first place he feels thalt the link between trade questions 
and monetary 'probilems  wa:s  strongly emphasized in my report 
but not in that of Mr de ila MalEme. 
In fact, ithis  is  not 'true.  The on1ly  d1fference is  that I  did 
not  say  expressly  that  monetary  talks  and  negotiations  must 
take pila,ce  outside GATT. I thought this was  se'Lf-~eviident, since 
special institutions exist for the purpose. 
Mr de la Malime did state quite clearly that these discus-
sions  must take place in parallel, but cannot take place simul-80  CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY- EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
taneously in GATT. In reality, therefore, there is  not the sligh-
test divergence. 
As  far  as  preferences are concerned, a  certain difference 
of emphasis  is  indeed  apparent.  Both  of  us,  and  indeed  the 
whole of the Community, are in favour of general preferences. 
I  stated  expressly  that  I  was  concerned  with  non-reciprocal 
prefer~nces, whereas Mr de la MalEme  argues in his paper that 
the advantages now enjoyed by the developing countries on the 
pasis of existing relationships must not be allowed to disappear. 
But we can also bring influence to bear on this.  However, his 
report does not say in so many words that preferences must not 
be r,eciprocal.  It is  stated quite clearly at one point that the 
countries  concerned may offer  the  same  advantages  to  those 
countr:ie1s  wh:i:ch  are not assoc:Uated  with the EEC. There is  a 
difference of emphasis here,  but it cannot be described as  a 
divergence. 
The  third  question  concerns  relations  with  the  Eastern 
bloc  countries.  This  question  was  also  touched  upon  by  Mr 
J  ahn. I  find it extremely difficult to answer the question what 
the communists have in mind at the present time on this matter. 
Finding that out is  no 'simple matter.  Howevel",  we do know 
that there is  ta:lk  of doser re'Lationships  between the Comecon 
countries and the states of the European Economic Community. 
But the results of these efforts to bring the two closer together 
are at present far from clear. 
Mr Jahn, 1for this part, pointed out, I believe, 'that bilateral 
agreements  with the 'countrie1s  of Easte1:n  Europe constituted 
the present basis, and that this should not be abandoned. We 
certainly did not say that. 
All we say is  that we should like the state-trade countries 
to  join GATT or participate in it in one way or another. But 
there is  no doubt that, before this can come about, it will be 
necessary 'to  Hnd  a  solution to 'the differences in basic struc-
tures between the countries with a market economy and those 
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I  should like to thank Mr Farr for his contribution to the 
debate. He drew attention to seven positive aspects of Europe's 
agricultural policy and he asked for an eighth to be added, pro-
posing that Europe should refrain from  expanding production 
to the point of achieving complete agricultural self-sufficiency 
in certain products. I cannot see any objection to this proposal, 
but I think that  paragraph  4  is  sufficiently  explicit  in  this 
regard. 
Mr  Holtz's  remarks,  which  were  particularly  interesting 
were in line with the views expressed in the communique. There 
is  no  problem about adding  'in particular'  in paragraph 5.  I 
am also in agreement with regard to paragraph 9 : it is  a good 
idea to add 'and ensuring a fair distribution of wealth and re-
venues'. The well-being of all is  undeniably the ulHmate goal. 
With the best will in the the world, however, it is  impos-
sible to go  along with him in regard to paragraph 11. In the 
phrase 'parallel efforts to establish a sufficiently stable interna-
tional  monetary  system',  he  proposes  we  say  'prior  efforts' 
instead. If we make this a prior condition, it is  certain that the 
GATT  negotiations  will  not  be' concluded  in  1975;  indeed, 
they may searoelly have begun by then. It is theTefore impossible 
to put the term 'prior' in the communique. 
I  believe we have found  a  solution with regard to para-
graph 13. We shall retain the original text and add to it: 'and 
ensuring  fair  prices  for  raw materials'.  That should  give you 
and your friends full satisfaction, Mr Holtz. 
Before  I  conch1de,  Mr Chairman,  I  should like  to  say  a 
few words to Mr Blumenfeld on the subject of Special Drawing 
Rights  for  the  underdeveloped countries.  We should keep  to 
the suggestion of SDRs being granted to the underdeveloped 
countries. That is what the text means; but in an earlier version 
we had the better idea of adding : 'through the intermediary 
of UN specialized agencies, such as FAO, vVHO and the World 
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That is  the change we shall make. We shall revert to the 
earlier version, which is  more precise and less  liable to create 
wild illusions about an unlimited amount of SDRs being grant-
ed to the underdeveloped countries. 
With regard to the last speeches by Sir John Peel, 11r Blu-
menfeld and Mr Holtz,  I  would reply that we have not said 
much about the political aspect here since, as  my corapporteur 
said, the report was essentially concerned with a specific prob-
lem.  Undoubtedly, however, the various  points rmade  have a 
bearing on this problem. Moreover, it may be considered that 
no economic policy will be carried out in Europe, either among 
the Nine or among the other Eight, without a certain measure 
of political integration, at any rate without an advanced stage 
of  consultations  being  reached.  This  is,  therefore,  the  back-
ground to the problems involved in the negotiations. 
I  should like  to conclude,  Mr Chairman, by referring to 
what was  said by Mr La Combe, who expressed his· concern 
about the poorest countries, which are unable to escape from 
their plight and even seem to be sinking  deeper and deeper 
down.  I  should like to say that the contents of the reports as · 
well  as  our discussions  as  a  whole have shown that what we 
want is  not only a  better world but a  world that is  better for 
everyone, through an equitable apportionment of assets among 
the whole of mankind. 
(Applause) 
With  regard  to  the  communique,  :Nir  Delforge  and  Mr 
Holtz  pointed  out  that  some  very  important  events  have 
occurred since the reports were prepared. The last three spea-
kers  also  mentioned  this.  In  order  to  take ·these  events  into 
account, it has been decided-and Mr de la MalEme is in agree-
ment with me on this-to add to the joint communique a  sec-
tion (e) on the oil crisis, worded as follows : 
15.  ConS'i!dereid  rthat  rthe ,!confirmation  of 'fue  1se~e~ctive  oill 
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industrial countries,  which would impede the efforts 
made by GATT to achieve greater freedom of world 
trade  and  international  economic  inter-dependence ; 
16.  Considered that in the face  of the oil  crisis  the Eu-
ropean ·countries shoutld  show their solidarity ; 
17.  Expressed the hope that it should be possible to avoid 
a hardening of world trade relations following the oil 
crisis  by  finding  a  solution  satisfactory  to  all  the 
parties  concerned and by abandoning  pressures  and 
threats. 
Therse, Mr Chairman, alfe the additions we propose. 
(Applause) 
The Chairman.- (N) Thank you M,r Dequae. 
I propose  that  note  be  taken  of  the  joint  communique 
drawn up by the 2 rapporteurs, which will form the joint com-
munique of the Joint Meeting of members of the Consultative 
Assembly and members of the European Parliament. 
3. Close of the Joint Meeting 
The  Chairman.  - (N)  That brings us to the end of our 
discussion. I declare the 20th Joint I\1eeting of members of the 
Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and members 
of the European Parliament closed. 
The sitting is closed. 
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